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ABSTRACT
The problem of determining the sampling distribution of a 
statistic is important in statistical theory. Often such statistics 
are symmetric functions of sample observations. If the population 
is completely specified, exact sampling distributions can generally 
be derived. If this is not the case, a general method is to 
approximate its form by deriving the lower sampling moments. The 
complexity of such "moments of moments" led Fisher (1929) to 
introduce k-statistics, for whose product cumulants he also gave 
a combinatorial method.
The k were generalized to polykays by Dressel (19^0) and 
P
Tukey (1956). Wishart (1952) adapted Fisher's combinatorial method
to write products of k . Dwyer and Tracy (196L) further transformed
P
the combinatorial method to obtain products of polykays as linear 
functions of the same, which then lead to finite moment formulae.
The aim of the present work is to (l) obtain general formulae 
for products of polykays of higher weights using the combinatorial 
method, (2) study the new patterns arising therefrom, (3) develop 
further rules for such multiplication, and (it) obtain finite moment 
formulae of higher weights.
iii
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After a general survey of the literature and the basic 
definitions, polykays are introduced using sample symmetric functions 
and their properties briefly discussed. Tukey's (1956) results 
for multiplication of two angle brackets are extended to the case 
of triple brackets. The modification of Tukey’s algebraic method 
to a combinatorial one for multiplication of polykays by Dwyer and 
Tracy (1964) is discussed and the rules given by them and Tracy 
(1968) are stated and illustrated.
The general formulae for multiplying k ^  by polykay products 
of weights 5 and 6 are presented in tabular form. The new patterns 
arising in the process are listed and their pattern functions 
given. Three new rules are given with proofs and illustrations.
These rules are made use of in determining the pattern function.
The general formulae are then applied to write products of 
seminvariant polykays of weight 11 and seminvariant k-statistics 
of weight 12. Checks for the formulae are indicated.
These seminvariant products are used to obtain finite moment 
formulae in terms of population K-parameters. Such moments for 
weight 11 and a good number of cases of weight 12 are listed. The 
use of substitution products to obtain moment estimators is indicated.
Lastly, the possibility of further work, e.g. in obtaining
iv
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approximations to sampling distributions of ratio statistics and 
extending the combinatorial method to a possible generalization 
of systems of statistics (James, 1958) is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Origin of k-Statistics
The importance of determining the sampling distribution of a 
statistic calculated from a sample was early recognized in the develop­
ment of statistical theory. This can be easily derived in an exact 
form when the parent population is completely specified. But when the 
parent population is not completely known, it was realized that the 
moments of sample moments provided a means of deriving functions 
approximating the theoretical distributions. Thus the solution suggested 
to our problem was to estimate population moments from the sample 
moments using the "method of moments". This gave rise to the problem 
of moments of moments. The pioneer statisticians who worked on the 
above problem found it very tedious and the formulae obtained were 
complicated. The problem was much simplified for sampling from an 
infinite population when Fisher (1929) introduced k-statistics k^ 
as symmetric functions* of the sample observations whose expected 
values are the cumulants of the infinite population. Fisher
worked with the cumulants of these estimates of cumulants rather than 
the moments of moments or cumulants of cumulants. By showing how the 
sampling cumulants of the k-statistics can be obtained by a combinatorial 
method, he revolutionized the whole theory.
* A symmetric function is a function of the sample values x^,x ,... 
whose value remains unaltered by any permutation of the x"^ s amongst 
themselves.
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Survey of Literature : The problem of moments of moments has been
studied and investigated by a number of authors. The assumption of an 
infinite universe (or that of a finite universe with replacement) 
pennits the application of the "algebraic" method as introduced by 
Thiele (I889) and developed by Craig (1928) and the form of combinatorial 
analysis method introduced by Fisher (1929). Again, Wishart (1952) 
has demonstrated, Kendall (1940) has justified and further developed 
and Dwyer and Tracy (1964) have modified sind extended the application 
of Fisher's combinatorial method to obtain products of k-statistics.
Thiele (1889) had introduced the half invariants or semi-invariants* 
(independent of the origin) which resulted in considerable condensation 
of the formulae for moments of moments. Statisticians like Student 
(1908), Tchouproff (1919, 1921), Church (1925) worked on the above 
problem, but the algebraic complexity of the results and the amount of 
work required to reach them led to search for a simpler method. The 
above statisticians worked with the infinite population.
In 1928, Craig, while extending Thiele's results to write semi­
invariants of moments and product semi-invariants, pointed out the 
need of some functions other than the crude moments, if the algebraic 
formulation was to be made manageable. He developed the method for 
the distributions of moments about the mean and for the distributions 
of two moments about the mean.
* System of semi-invariants is the same as the system of cumulants.
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A great step forward was taken by Fisher (1929). He introduced 
functions of the sample values which he called k-statistics, whose 
expectations are equal to the cumulants of the infinite population.
He found that if the sampling cumulants of the k-statistics were 
expressed in terms of the population cumulants, the formulae were much 
simplified. Fisher developed a combinatorial method to obtain the cumulants 
of k-statistics. This approach has the advantage that it is immediately 
applicable to the complex extension offered by bivariate and multi­
variate distributions; we have to use the same procedure on bipartite 
and multipartite numbers to obtain equivalent results. Fisher listed 
some commonly occuring patterns of multipartitions and their pattern 
functions which were needed in obtaining the products of cumulants of 
k-statistics, by the combinatorial method. A further development of 
this method was given by Fisher and Wishart (1931). It was shown how 
the more involved patterns could be broken up into simpler ones. It 
Should be mentioned that Fisher worked with infinite population only.
Georgescu (1932) extended Craig’s results. He showed a partial 
connection between the Fisher formulae and the Craig formulae in 
applying to the m-f unctions a combinatory analysis similar to that 
applied by Fisher to the k-function. A feature of his work was the 
utilization of functions which yielded expansions of formulae 
appropriate for successive degrees of approximation.
Wishart (1933) gave a descriptive account of the work of Craig,
Fisher and Georgescu, indicating the means of expressing the results
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
of one writer into the language of the other.
Dwyer (1937, 1938) discussed symmetric functions and sampling 
distributions. He generalized the theory to apply to rational 
integral isobaric functions f and then to special cases such as 
k-statistics and h-functions having moments, rather than cumulants, 
as expected values. Dwyer (1938) introduced the "power
product sum" which is connected with the monomial symmetric functions
IT TT ^2 ^ 2
(see Chapter I) (p^ 1 Pg ^ ...) by the relation [p^ Pg ...] =
^2 ^2 ■ ^2 ^ 2  
(Pl Pg ...) I Vg ! ..., where p^ Pg ... is a partition of
the integer p, p^ being repeated times. A formula for expressing 
power product sums in terms of products of power-sums in the expansion 
of different moment functions was developed and applied to construct 
a table up to weight 6, for use in sampling theory. Two theorems 
concerning power sums and power product sums were established and 
applied.
Sukhatme (1938) tried to trace the origin of Fisher's method and 
to describe the parallel combinatorial method for evaluating the 
coefficient of the moment term in the moment of the distribution of 
powers and products of k's. He achieved this by means of numerical 
examples.
Dressel (1940) introduced sample functions whose expected values
are products of cumulants k  k ... and related to the theory of
^ 1 ^ 2
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algebraic invariants. He computed the values of the estimates of 
seminvariants L^, Lg, ..., Lg and Lgg, L^g, •••»^2222 the
power sums (L corresponds to the k-statistics).
Kendall (ighO a,b,c) organized Fisher's combinatorial methods by-
giving rules for the same including the proofs. Certain properties of
k-statistics and cumulants were established using properties of symmetric
functions and differential operators. He also extended his results
to the bivariate case. The values of y's in terms of cumulants up to
r
r = 10 were given. Bivariate cumulants were expressed in terms of 
bivariate power sums.
Livers (19^5) extended Dwyer's (1937) method of attack on "Moments 
of any Rational Integral Isobaric Sample Moment Function" to the bivariate 
and multivariate problem.
Tukey (1950) generalized the k-statistic k^ to k^ and showed
that
p PiPg
v v p .P2F2 * * * ^1^2
where ly denotes the expectation over a finite population of size N and
K , called the K-parameter, is a similair function of the finite
P 1 P 2  •••
population as k is of the sample. Tukey called such generalized
P1P2 •••
k-statistics "polykays" which Kendall (Kendall and Stuart, 1958,P.304) considers 
to be a "linguistic miscegenation." Tukey introduced the term "angle 
bracket" (see Chapter I) for < p^Pg ... p^> = [% ^ 2
* Though he objected to the term "polykays" as a "linguistic miscegenation 
which should not be exceeded", a recent book "Symmetric Function and 
Allied Tables " (1966) of which he is a joint author, accepts the polykay 
terminology and introduces "kay" for k-statistics.
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6ft  I f
where ’** ^p] is the power product sum (Dwyer, 1938). Then by
the basic theorem of finite sampling theory ( see Dwyer, 1938)
^ ^1^2 ' "  Pp  ^ •** Inhere denotes the
average over possible unordered samples (sampling without replacement)
and < p^Pg ... represents the corresponding finite population
bracket. This is Tukey's "inheritance on the average." For an infinite 
population
E
' ' ' ' I  '
< p^Pg ... p > = (see Kendall and Stuart, 1958, P. 2T6),
By applying the combinatorial method, Wishart (1952) expressed 
products of k-statistics as linear combinations of polykays. He 
also obtained products of polykays by algebraic manipulation rather 
than by combinatorial methods. He provided formulae for products of 
polykays up to weight 6, and of k-statistics up to weight 8.
An important step was taken by Kaplan (1952). Using tensor notation 
he presented formulae for sampling cumulants of k-statistics (for 
finite population) which are compact in that the general formulae take 
little more space than the special cases. The formulae are applicable 
to the univariate or multivariate case and can be translated to 
give estimation formulae since they feature products of seminvariant 
cumulants. They are very inclusive in that they cover many specific 
formulae, Kaplan has used elegant tensor notation in this connection 
although it takes some effort to develop explicit formulae from them.
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Tukey (1956) gave a method for finding expressions for products of 
two polykays using multiplication of angle brackets and using a rule 
involving the number of unit parts.
James (1958) generalized Fisher's theory to treat systems of 
statistics of which k-statistics are a special case. Generalizations
were treated earlier by Dwyer (1937) and Livers (19^5) as indicated above. 
James also gave the rules associated with these systems of statistics,
corresponding to what Kendall (l940b) had provided. He also extended
his theory to the multivariate case.
Dwyer (1964).studied the properties of polykays of deviates from 
the mean. The d-statistics, as he called them, are k-statistics with 
sample mean k^ = 0. These are useful in checking the product formulae 
for kwstatistics.
Dwyer and Tracy (1962, 1964) developed a combinatorisil method for
products of two polykays and gave general formulae for the product
kj., k , where {},to be read as "set" represents any set of
U  P^P2 "
subscripts and p^+p^+ ... f. 4. They gave four rules for double products.
Schaeffer and Dwyer (I963) featured the concept of substitution 
products for unifying expectation and estimation theory and extended 
the product formulae for polykays not including unit subscripts 
through weight 8.
More work was done by Tracy. Fisher (1929) gave the algebraic
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
8coefficients of some commonly occuring patterns when considering the 
products of single subscript k ’s. These were generalized for the 
products of polykays and the coefficients were tabulated by Tracy (1963, 
1965). Tracy (I963, I968), in extension of double products, gave rules 
for multiple products of polykays. He observed that generalizations of 
double product rules hold for multiple products arid gave four further 
rules for multiple products. He also gave the formulae for multiplying 
k ^  by polykay products of weight _< k (1969). Formulae for products
of seminvariant polykays of weights 9 » 10 and particular ones of 
weight 12 were also given by Tracy (1963). He gave the corresponding 
finite moment formulae and their estimates as well.
Although the work, is generally theoretical, there are authors who 
have studied applications.
Applications ; F.N. David (1949a) derived the first four sampling
k  W
moments of the coefficient of variation 2 . Cook (1951a) develops
^1
bivariate k-statistics and uses them (1951b) to find approximations 
to the moments of the sampling distribution a) of the correlation 
coefficient and b) of the regression coefficient, under the general 
assumption that bivariate surface generating samples have as many 
cumulants as desired. Hooke (1954) found applications of bipolykays 
in the estimation of variance components. Tukey applied polykays 
to analysis of variance and used them to find variance components 
for balanced designs (1956a), unbalanced single classification (l95Ta) 
and balanced single classification (1957b).
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Robson {1956) applied k statistic to genetic variance components and
k
found applications of multivariate polykays to the theory of unbiased 
ratio-type estimation (1957)«
Working with certain structural patterns in the analysis of
variance, a set of functions denoted by Z's were introduced by Wilk
and Kempthome (1957) which were formally defined and extended to
include all "balanced" population structures by Zyskind (I962).
Zyskind (I958) recognised the equivalence of Hooke's bipolykays of
degree two and a certain subset of Z's , and conjectured the equivalence
of appropriately extended polykays with the whole set.of Z's for all
balanced structures. Dayhoff (1964) extended the bipolykays of degree
two to "n-way-polykays", who later (1966) presented a general formulation 
of generalized symmetric means and polykays and gave an application to
obtaining the variances of estimates components of variation. Carney
(1968) discussed the relationship of generalized polykays to unrestricted
sums for balanced complete finite populations. He has recently developed
(Carney, I969) a method of multiplication of polykays using ordered
partitions.
Aim of Present Work
The aim of this work is (i) to generalize Fisher's combinatorial
method to obtain multiple products of polykays of higher weights,(ii)
to obtain moment and cumulant formulae in the case of a finite population 
for weights 11 and 12,(iii) to extend further the results of Tracy (I963,
1968) and obtain further rules pertaining to them. With these ideas, the
following has been done:
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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1. General formulae for multiplying by polykay products of 
weights 5 and 6 are obtained.
2. Formulae for products of seminvariant k-statistics for weights 
11 and 12 are obtained.
3. Checks for the above are indicated and applied.
4. Generalization of Tukey's (1956) Table 2 to multiplication 
of three angle brackets is achieved.
5. New patterns arising are examined and their pattern functions 
are listed.
6. Certain new rules are formulated and their proofs are given.
7. Formulae for computation of finite moments, M (pq..,) =
Ejj -^(kp-Kp) (k^-K^) • • • » 8.re derived while sampling from
a finite population of size N. These are listed for weight 
11 and a good number of cases of weight 12. These formulae, 
which generalize Fisher's (1929) moment formulae for the 
infinite case, provide an easy check on his formulae by 
letting N tend to infinity. Using substitution products 
(Schaeffer and Dwyer, I963), estimates of M(... ) can be 
obtained.
Possibilities of further work
a) to obtain the first four moments of a ratio-statistic 
when sampling from a finite population, with a view to 
approximating its distribution,
b) towards a generalization of systems of statistics (James,
1958) and extension of the combinatorial method to be 
applicable to them
are discussed.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
CHAPTER I 
GENERAL BACKGROUND
The k-statistics of Fisher (1929) are based on symmetric functions 
of independent random variables. They are sample functions k^ whose 
expected values are cumulants of the infinite population.
Fisher developed a combinatorial method to express the cumulants and 
product cumulants of k-statistics. This method had the great advantage 
of proceeding straight to the final answer without much algebraic 
complexity.
When sampling without replacement from a finite population is
conceptualized, the random variables are not independent and the process
of describing the parameters of the distributions of the various sample
moments is not easy. Our objective is to define a symmetric function of
the random variables which will have its expectation as the same function
calculated for the finite population. The expected value of k-statistic
k is K , where K is the same function of the finite population as k 
P P P P
is of the sample. Dressel (1940) defined statistics with the property
that their expected values are products of cumulants. Tukey(1950) showed that
these statistics, which he later (1956) called polykays, are unbiased
estimates of the corresponding finite population parameters. Wishart
(1952) extended Tukey's ideas and provided explicit formulae, for products
and. moments of k-statistics for finite populations. Tukey (1956) developed
an algebraic method to express products of two polykays as linear combinations
of the same and gave some rules and tables. Dwyer and Tracy (1962,1964)
transformed Tukey's method to a combinatorial one and gave general formulae
for products of the type k,-, k where {} stands for any set of subscripts
P^Pg •••
11
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and E £  4. This was later extended to multiple products by Tracy (1963,
1969). Dwyer and Tracy provided a set of rules to aid in this combinational 
method. In the work following we mainly follow Tracy's (I963) notations.
First of all, we define the basic terms and then give a brief sketch of 
generalized k-statistics. In order to facilitate the understanding of the 
extended multiplication rules and formulae for the multiple products of 
generalized k-statistics of higher orders, Tukey's algebraic method (1956) 
for the multiplication of two polykays is described and extended to multiple 
products. The modification of Tukey's method to a combinatorial method by 
Dwyer and Tracy (1962) and Tracy (I963), following Fisher (1929), is also 
described. Examples are given when appropriate.
Definitions and Notations
Following the general practice we pse n and k to represent the sample 
size and sample symmetric function (k-statistic) , N and K to represent 
the finite population size and parameter, and ic to represent the infinite 
population cumulant.
Let ',x^ be a random sample of size n (sampling without replacement)
from a finite population of size N. The population is specified to be such that 
all its moments exist. Following Tukey (I950), we can visualize the finite 
population itself as a random sample of size N from an infinite population.
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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Basic Definitions
A sample symmetric function is a function of the sample values which 
depends explicitly on every x and whose value remains unchanged hy any 
permutation of the x's among themselves. Moments generally are symmetric 
functions. A simple example of a symmetric function is the sample 
mean, the average of the sample values. But a weighted average with 
unequal weights is not a symmetric function.
The sample augmented monomial symmetric function (Kendall and Stuart,
n p p p
1958, P. 276) is denoted by [p p....p ] = E x. x. ... x , where
JL d  S JL J  XI
...
s
p = E p. is the weight of the symmetric function and s, the number of 
i=l
parts, is its order. Dwyer (1938, P. 12) called the above function the
"power product sum." Here (p^p^-.-p^) is an s-part partition of the
positive integer p. If the p. (distinct) are repeated a times, the
 ^ 1
augmented monomial symmetric function is
«1 “2 “s “ ^1 Fg Pg Pg Pg
[PjL Pg '''Pg ] = Z X x^ x^ ... Xp x.^  , its
weight being p = E pn , and order a = E .
i=l i=l
g 2 3
Example ; [l 2 3 ] = | x^x^x^ x^
weight = 7 and order ~  h .
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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These were called m-functlons by David and Kendall (1949). •_
The monomial symmetric function is here denoted by
«1 “ 2 “ s
«1 «2 [P, Po • • • P„ -I
(Pl Pg ... Pg ) = ____________ t
The monomial symmetric function keeps the number of product terms in
the expansion at a minimum by using multipliers of repeated terms 
while the augmented symmetric function keeps the number of product 
terms in the expansion the same, even though many of them may be equal. 
For example
n 2 
(E x^) =
1=1
n 2 
E x^
i=l
+ E X. X.
i+j
so
2
[1] [2] + [11] .
Also
n 2 
(z %i) = 
i=l
n 2 
E x^
i=l
+ 2  E x^ Xj 
i < j
i.e.
2
(1) (2) + 2(11) .
David and Kendall (1949) have provided tables for expressing power 
sums and augmented monomial symmetric functions in terms of each other 
through weight 12.
Symmetric means or mean power products or angle brackets (Tukey, 
1950) are defined as the means of products of powers of different x^'s. 
The notation Is <p^p^ . [PjPg P P . sine, t^e sunmation in
n ' r )
'^1^2 over n(n-l) ... (n-r+l) terras. A similar function of the
finite population is denoted by «p^Pg ... p^>^. Then, by a basic theorem
Reproduced with permission o f the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited w ithout permission.
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of finite sampling theory (see Dwyer, 1938),
2% <PiPg...Pr> =< PiPg-.-Pr
Where ïy denotes the average over all possible considered samples (sampling 
without replacement). Tukey (1950) called the above result the principle of 
"inheritance on the average" If the sample is drawn from an infinite 
population ( or from a finite population with replacement), the above 
result takes the form
(l.l) E <p,p^...p > = y' p' ... y' ,
h  ^2 Pr
t
Where y 's are the population moments about the origin, as indicated earlier. 
It then follows immediately that the expected value of any linear function 
of the sample brackets is tlie same linear function of the population brackets 
and that the unbiased estimate of a population function expressed as a 
linear function of population brackets is the same linear function of the 
sample brackets.
A partition coefficient (p^Pg...Pg) of the number p is defined (Dwyer 
and Tracy, I962), (Schaeffer and Dwyer, I963), as the number of ways that 
the distinct units of p may be collected into sets of indistinguishable 
parcels described by the specified partition of p. For the r-part partition
«1 «2 Og
1 ^2 Pg ) of P, the partition coefficient
(Pg!)°^ ••• (Pg!)°G a^: Gg: ••• Og!
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Where p = is the weight and r = Z a. its order. Dwyer (1938) uses
1=1  ^ 1=1
the notation [p^”  ^p “^... p *s ]
1 2 s *
For example (Tracy, I968), 4 students in a class can he grouped into 
sets of indistinguishable sections of two students each in just 3 ways 
i.e. (2^) = (22) = h i . 1 = f W  , the third 21
2: 21 21 2:
in the denominator accounts for the indistinguishability of the two sets. 
Thus a partition coefficient is to be distinguished from a multinomial 
coefficient , as commonly used.
The multinomial theorem can then be expressed as (Dwyer, 1938)
[1]^ = E (Pj^Pg,..?^) [p^Pg***?^.]» where E is for every r-part 
partition of p and r = 1, 2, ... p.
The p^^ cumulant of the infinite population can be defined by the 
formal relation
(1.2) E * p = log E * p ®
P=1 pi pi
between the cumulant-generating and moment-generating functions. Hence
r-l
(1 .3) K_ = Z (-1) (r-l)I (p,p„...p ) y' y' ... y'
^ (a)p^ ^ ^ Pi P2 Pr
where E denotes the sum over all the r-part partitions Pj^Pg*** Pj.
(a)Pj. ^
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of the integer p. A problem of estimation arises when is unknown. 
It is known that the sample cumulant is not an unbiased, estimate of ic 
To solve this problem we have:
k-statistics
Fisher (1929) defined the p^^ k-statistic k^ as that polynomial
function of the sample values x^jXg, ...^x^ whose expectation is k^.
If the population is finite, (k^) = K^, where K^, called the K-
parameter,is the same function of the finite population as k^ is of the
sample. Its uniqueness has been shown by Kendall and Stuart (1958, P. 278) and
also by David and Barton (1962, P. 324). Then, from (l.l) and (1.3), since '
E(k ) = K , we have 
P P
r-l
(1.4) k^ = E (-1) (r-l)I (p^Pg ...p^) <p^Pg...p^ >,
(a)p^
a result given by Cornish and Fisher (1937). The condition of unbiasedness
of k , together with the restriction that it be a symmetric function of 
P    .
the x*s, is enough to determine it uniquely. The value of k , p > 1, is
. . .  « P .
independent of origin (seminvariant-Kendall and Stuart, 1958). The values 
of k^, p>n, are not defined.
The k^,being homogeneous symmetric functions of degree p, can be 
written in terms of power sums. They can also be written in terms of power 
sums of deviates (Dwyer, 1964), p > i.
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Fisher (1929) gave such expressions for in terms of power sums for 
p = 1, 2, ...» 6. Dressai (1940) extended Fisher's work and gave 
expressions for k^ and kg. Zia-ud-Din (1954) further extended these 
to kg and k^^. He also gave an expression for k^ ^^  (1959) ‘
Generalized k-statistics
The generalized k-statistics (also called multiple k-statistics - 
Schaeffer and Dwyer 1963» polykays - Tukey 1956, 1-statistics - Kendall and 
Stuart, 1958) k are symmetric functions of sample observations with
PlPg***
the property that they are estimators of products of population cumulants,
first observed by Dressel (l94o)i.e. E(k ) = k x ... . In
% ^ 2 “ * ^1 ^2
case of a finite population E..(k ) = K , where K
^  P^Pg ••• P^Pg ••• P^Pg •••
is the function of the finite population similar to k for the
P1P2 ...
sample. Further if the finite population of size H is considered as a
sample from an infinite population with cumulants k  ,  k  , . « then
Pi P2 •
E {Ik(k ) } = K _  K ... (Irwin and Kendall, 1944). Tukey (1956)
PlPg ... Pi Pp
defines them by a symbolic multiplication (o) in which the symbolic product 
of brackets is a bracket containing the elements of the bracket factors.
Thus
(1 .5) < P^Pg... Pj.^ > o ... > = <P^Pg ... P^ - %  > '
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Then we define k to he
pq
P ryl
k = k o k = E (-1) (r-l)! (p p ... p ) <p ■... p >
PI p q. r^=l ^ 1 ^1
q r - l
o{ E (-1) (r -l)!(q ... q ) <q. ... q >)
r^=l ^2 2
P q r +r
= E E (-1) ^ (r-l): (r-l): (p ... p )(q ... )
r^=l rg=l X ^ X r^ X -Tg
<Pn ... p_ q, ... q_ > "X r^ X T g
Thus kg2= kg o k^ = [<2> - <11>] o[<2> - <11>]
= <22> - 2<211> + <1111> 
as indicated above. The concepts and formulae are immediately extendable 
to k ...
In general k = k o k  o ...
I^Pg Pi Pg
(1.6) = K-l)  ^ ••• Pir^XPai ••• Pjr^l
Pir^ Pgi ''' Pgrg'''^
where the summation extends over all combinations of partitions p^^
^ir. of p.. By taking expectation of (1.6)
1 1
(1.7) E(-l)  ^ ITffi-l)! [(Pii Pir^ ) (P2I ••• Pzrg )
• f  I t
••«y jj #,. y «•
Pll Plr, P2I ?2r.
#
=  IC K . . .
Pi Pg
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Hence k is an unbiased estimate of < < _
p^Pg .. Pi Pg 20
For the finite population of size N,
T T '<^1 -
1 2
<Pll ... P^y^ Ppi ••• Ppr
= K
PpPg ..., so that 
the unbiased estimate of K is
PlPp
A
(1.8) K = k
Pj^ Pg • • • P^Pg
This is an important property (Kendall, 1952), (Schaeffer and Dwyer, 1963) 
which makes the operations of expectation and estimation trivial once the 
functions of the observations have been reduced to linear functions of 
polykays.
The value of the above result in treating the actual data depends 
mainly on good methods for calculating the polykays. The use of these 
functions derives from the fact that we can express them in terms of 
augmented symmetric functions once and for all and hence derive non-linear 
functions of them as linear functions to which the Irwin-Kendall principle 
(1944) may be applied. The necessary table is given by Abdel-Aty (1954) 
up to weight 12. According to this principle (Kendall and Stuart, 1958,
P. 301)^if for a symmetric function f, E(f)=I a^ then iy(f)=Za^K^.
For if this were not true, E^(f) could be expressed as some other function 
of K's whose expectation would be the same as that of E a^K^, and this
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would imply a relationship among the K’s for all distributions, which is 
known not to be true. Wishart (1952) gave expressions up to order 8 
for these multiple k-statistics in terms of products of k-statistics of 
lower orders.
One of the most useful practical applications of these polykays is 
that they enable us to write down unbiased estimators of products of cumulants.
Polybikays
Following the same argument as in the univariate case it is clear that 
we may define uniquely symmetric functions of {x^y^}, i=l,2,...,n, denoted
^p^q^,...,p^q^, so that in sampling from a finite population
®N^S^q^,...,Pj^q^) - \ q ^ .... p^ q^^  ,
where we call the k ’s the polybikays of the sample and K ’s the polybikays 
of the finite population (David, Kendall and Barton, I966, P. 24). As before
E E (k
N p^q^^,... ,p^q^)
the K ’s are the blvariate cumulants of the infinite population. Similarly 
the polymultikays of a sample ...}, i= l,2,...,n, may be defined.
Note that the above polybikays are not the same as the bipolykays of Hooke
(1956).
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Bipolykays (Hooke, 1956) form a family of symmetric (row-wise or 
column-wise) polynomial functions of the elements of a two way array, 
with the property of being inherited on the average, and such that any 
similarly symmetric polynomial function of the same numbers can be written 
linearly in terms of the bipolykays.
Polykays of Deviates (Difyer, 1964)
Tukey has established (1956, P. 42) that any k... not having a unit 
subscript is independent of the origin and that any other k... is a 
function of the displacement of the origin. Dwyer (1964) defines d- 
statistics:
(1.9) d = k (x - k ) .
• ••• X
For a finite population as n becomes N, k becomes K and d
• • •  • • •
becomes D such that D = K (x-K ).... ... ... 1
Tukey (1956) has shown that k (x-k^) = k (x) and hence d = k
••• ••• ... ...
if no subscript equals 1. An interesting application of the d ... is in 
transforming product formulae to more complex ones by applying the k ... to 
deviates. This helps in checking the results.
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Fisher (1929) described a combinatorial method of working out the 
cumulants of the distribution of k-statistics. An advantage of the 
combinatorial method is that it concentrates on the essential calculation 
without demanding a lot of superfluous writing as in the algebraic method 
and the direct method. Since Fisher's I929 paper, the problem of moments 
of k-statistics has essentially replaced the old problem of moments and 
the combinatorial methods Fisher used have been further developed. Fisher's 
work was confined to the infinite population only and he gave certain 
rules for the combinatorial method. Kendall (l94o,a,b,c, 1952) systematized 
Fisher's combinatorial technique and Kendall and Stuart (1958) gave 
proofs for the rules by employing an operator.
Fisher's formula essentially determines the column composition of a two-
2
dimensional pattern of numbers. For example k (4 ) defines the variance 
(or < g) of the distribution of kj^ , which is the estimate of the population 
K and this result is worked out by considering patterns of two columns 
such that the entries in each column add up to 4. -There will be a 
number of terms in the answer. Each will determine the number of rows and 
their composition in a two-dimensional array.
“ 1 “ s
In general to any number p with partition (p^ ... p^ ), there
oj a oj a
exists a moment p' (p ... p )=E(k ... k ^). Moreover a cumulant
J- s Pi Pg
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K (Pl ••• Pg ) also exists which is related to the moments by the 
relation (Kendall and Stuart, 1958, P. 282)
«1 a TTt ”i
(l.lO) E |c (p  p ®) '* ^i =
s
A A
log { E u'(qi ...q^ )F
“i*
where p^ and q^ are the column and row totals respectively, (i=l,2,..., 
s, j=l,2,...,m) for the two way array given below, repeated and
times respectively.
"Ps'''Ps
m
m
Here a row corresponds to every < in <
“ 1 a
%
and a column to
every part in tc (p^ •••Pg ) • %  consider all such possible two-way
arrays whose column and row totals are the respective p., q..
 ^ J
2 2
For example (Wishart, 1952) the term in < ic in k (4 ) comes from the
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three row patterns in which the entries add up to 3, 3 and 2
3 .
1 2
U 4
2 1
2 1
. 2
4 4
3 . 
. 3
1 1
4 4
2 1 
1 2 
1 1
4 4
In general the procedure has been to deduce the terms that will 
occur in any particular formula, noting that no tc^ does appear, and 
then, studying these individually to write down the patterns of 
numbers having the given row and column totals.
Fisher (I929) has given many useful patterns of arrays along 
with their algebraic coefficients. A pattern rule for finite populations 
was stated by Tracy (I963). Each pattern has an n-coefficient 
depending just on the number of rows and columns and not on the actual 
numbers. A numerical coefficient is then associated with each 
pattern which is calculated from the number of ways in which the 
numbers, regarded as separate objects, can be arranged to form the 
pattern. Finally the numerical and n-coefficients are associated 
to build up term by term the formula required. The method seems 
rather easy and straightforward, but mistakes are easily made.
Wishart (1952) modified Fisher-Kendall rules for finite 
sampling. He also used combinatorial method and obtained products 
of generalized k-statistics through weight 6. Schaeffer and Dwyer.
(1963) gave products of seminvariant polykays up to weight 8
whereas Tracy (1963) gave these for weights, 9, 10 and particular ones of
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weight 12. Wishart’s (19-52) results were later used by Tracy (1963) 
for checking his results in the multiplication of two generalized
k-statistics kr^ . k where {} stands for any set of subscripts
PlPg---
Pj^Pg... such that Pj^  + Pg + ... £  4.
Tukey' 8 Method of Calculation
Tukey (I956) introduced a method of computation which features 
(1) the calculation of every possible bracket having a given weight by 
means of a recursion formula and (2) the calculation of k from
ï’1^2 "*
other k-statistics and the bracket. Although he provided explicit 
formulae only through weight 4, the method is applicable to the 
computation of brackets and k... of higher weight. As Tukey (1956, P. 45) 
says " both brackets and polykays are chosen so as to remove the inevitable 
combinatorial difficulties from as many formulas as possible."
An example of bracket multiplication is
<a> <b> < 0  = _1 _  Zx.^EXj^EXj^®
^ ' " a b c  a b a c b e
Zj + z + z + : Xj =k
i+j+k ifj ifk jfk
A
= 1 jn(n-l)(n-2 )<abc> + n(n-l) {<ab> + <ac> + <bc>} + n<a+b+c>^
n3
= (n-l)(n-2) <abc> + n-1  {<ab> + <ac> + <bc>} + 1 <a+b+c>.
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Also,
<ab> <cde> = (n-3)(n-4) <abcde> + n-3 <a+c,bde> 
n(n-l) n(n-l)
+ n-3 <a+d,bce> + n-3 <a+e,bcd> + n-3 <b+c,ade> 
n(n-l) . n(n-l) n(n-l)
+ n-3 <b+d,ace> + n-3 <a+e,bcd> + 1 <a+c,b+d,e>
n(n-l) n(n-l) n(n-l)
+ 1 <a+d,b+c,e> + 1 <a+c,b+e,d> + 1 <a+e,b+c,d>
n(n-l) n(n-l) n(n-l)
+ 1 <a+d,b+e,c> + 1 <a+e,b+d,c>«
n(n-l) n(n-l)
In general we obtain all brackets which can be obtained by- 
matching some of the letters in one bracket with letters in the 
other and then replacing matched letters by their sum in the resulting 
bracket. We illustrate Tukey's bracket multiplication using the 
example k^^ ^gll ^1 is later expressed (page Up) as a linear
combination of k-statistics using the combinatorial method.
One way to carry out direct calculation is to express each 
polykay in terms of brackets, multiply out the brackets and then 
convert the resulting brackets into polykays. Tukey points out that 
"when a bracket with g unit parts is written in terms of polykays, 
only polykays with at least g unit parts appear and vice versa."
Tukey uses a symbolic multiplication, namely "o" multiplication
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which is defined so as to satisfy the following rules :
1) Except when a bracket is multiplied by a bracket of the
same family, o-multiplication of the elementary quantities 
is ordinary multiplication.
2) o-multiplication is distributive with respect to addition, 
subtraction and multiplication of real numbers.
3) Products of brackets are replaced by a bracket enclosing the
product factors as in <23>o <l4> = <23l4> = <12S4> =<1324>= etc.
Now in ^22^211^1
kgg = kg o kg = {<^> - <11>} 0 {<2> - <11>}
= <22> - <211> - <211> + <1111> using (1,5),
= {<2> -<11>} 0 <11> 
= <211> — <1111> >
(1.11) kggkg^^k^ = {<22> - 2<211> + <1111>}{<211> - <1111>} <1>
Tukey uses the notation 0(1®) for any arbitrary set of terms each of 
which, when expanded in brackets as polykays,contains at least g 
unit parts. The coefficient is a simple function of the number of 
parts in the factors and the result, with a simple denominator.
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Tukey’s (1956) Table 2 gives expansions of factors for such a bracket 
multiplication when there are only 2 factors to multiply. But xn our 
example we have 3 factors. Let p = 1 .q = 1 , r = l  , s = l  ,t = 1  
u = 1 etc. Then we have our Table (l.l) which is a generalization 
*(6)
of Tukey's (1956) Table 2 for triple factors. From (l.ll) we have
(1.12) 2^2^ 2i A  <22> <211> <1> -<22> <1111> <1> - 2<211> <211> <1>
+ 2<211> <1111> <1> t <1111> <211> <1> - <1111> 
<1111> <1>.
The next step is to multiply out the brackets using Table (l.l).
Then we reconvert the resulting brackets into polykays. Here Tukey's
conversion formulae (1956, Table 1, P. 44) are useful. Remembering
that the total number of unit factors or unit weight (Tukey) in
the product factors _>. ^ i t  weight on the linear side, since the unit
weight in k k.^.k. is 3, brackets with more than 3 units parts can 
22 211 1
be ignored. In other words, we should express the right-hand-side 
of (1.12) to o(l^). Multiplying out the brackets on the R.H.S. of (1.12) 
and collecting the coefficients of like terras we get;
kp2>211 \  (531) - 4pr(522) + 4pq(44l) + 8r[l-5p](432)
+ 2r[l-6p](333) + 2pf(521l) + 6p^(43H) + 4r [2-7p+10pf](422l)
‘ . P
+ 2r [5-20p+36p^](332l) + 4s [l-10p+29p^ - 48p^] (3222) + 2p(42111) •
2q(33111) + r [7-9P+14p ^3 (32211) + 2s [l-3P-6p^] (22221) + ^
P* p2
[1+3P] (222111) + O(i^)
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(1.13) = -J--- k^ gg + _ J L _  k^^ + _ J L _  + 8 _(nz _^L _ ki^ 32
n.n(3) n.g(2) n.n^^)
*  ^  ■ -^-^-~|}- ^ 333 + ^5211 -§- Hsil — "vffi-- H 221
n.n n n n.n
+ 2 (5nf_20n+36) k   + 4(n3-10n2+29n-48) k___
3321 — rrx 3222
n.n' ' n.n
■*' -  ^2111" ^33111 '*’ -75. -. r ) ^32211
n n' /
2 ln.j:_3n-6) kg2221 + ^222111 *
n(n-2) n-l
Tukey also gives multiplication rule by k^ as
k k = k , + 1 k a 1 ax —  a+1
n
\ h  \  ^  \bl'^-^^ ■*■ -  \+l,a
n a+x,D ^
which can be compared with the result of Dvyer and Tracy (I962)
k k = k + 1 k where {} stands for any set of subscripts.
{} 1 {)! a {1}
Using a more general formulation than that given by Tukey, Schaeffer 
and Ihyer (I963) have given general formui.ae like
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* \r.3' - i  « etc
Dwyer and Tracy (1962) modified Tukey's algebraic method to a direct 
combinatorial method. Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963) gave products of 
seminvariant polykay products through weight 8.
Generalization of the Method for Products of Two Polykays
Dwyer and Tracy (1962) provide a combinatorial method for products 
of two polykays and present general formulae resulting from the application 
of the method. The main objective here is also to produce formulae for 
products of polykays in terms of linear functions of such statistics.
For example:
(l.l4) <21> <2> = 1 <4l> + 1 <23> + n-2 <212> , since
n n n
n 2 n 2 n 4 n 2 3 n 2 2
(E X. X )(E x^  ) = E X. X. + E X. X  + E x. x x.,
i+j=l i+j ifj i+j+1
The coefficients in (l.l4) are termed n-coefficients (Dwyer and Tracy, 
1962). They can be easily obtained as explained below; The n-coefficient
for a bracket having w parts, in the expansion of k k , is
PlPg... % . . .
simply n , where r , s are the total number of parts of the
n'r) n<=>
partitions of the p. and q. respectively. The n-coefficient of <212>
1 t)
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(3)
in our example then is n  = n-2 . One may refer to Table 1
n(2 ) n
of Tukey (1956) in this case.
The transformation from p’s to the cumulants by bipartite 
notation essentially implies a modification of Wishart’s (1952) 
method and it is explained by Dwyer and Tracy (1964). An array 
consisting of two columns is a bipartition (Dwyer and Tracy, 1964) 
whereas arrays with more than two columns are called multipartitions 
(Tracy, 1968). For example in obtaining the bipartitions appropriate 
to k^ k^^, the admissible bipartitions are
(1.15) (1) (2 ) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
3 1 4 3 0 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 0 2 2 0 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 •
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 1
The partitions of 3 are placed in first column and those of 1 in the
1
second and this forms an array. All possible pairings of subscripts 
except for permutations are recorded..
How the combined bipartitions of a given bipartition are obtained 
by combining rows; those arrays which are admissible are called c- 
partitions (Dwyer and Tracy, 1964). Thus in (1.15), (l) and (3) have
no c-partitions whereas the others do have since the rows can be 
combined. The marginal column represents the resulting bracket.
The coefficient obtained from the formula (see 1.12) is termed formula
coefficient (Dwyer and Tracy, I962). Arrays resulting from the
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permutation of the entries in the second column are attributed with 
a corresponding combinatorial coefficient. The n-coefficient is 
obtained as described earlier. The sum of the n-coefficients for a 
bipartition and all its c-partitions is called the bipartition 
function (Dwyer and Tracy, 1964). Thus the bipartition function of 
(l) in (1 .15) is 1 1 . n^^) = 1 . There is no c-partition for
(1). For (2) the hi-partition function is 1 1  . n + 2 1  1
(a, ' = 3 ^) ” 7 ^)
. n =1. Similar treatment of the other arrays shows the following
bipartition functions: - 1 , 0, 0, ..., 0. Since the combinatorial
• %  - 
coefficient (i.e. the number of ways the bipartition can be formed) for
(l), (2), (3) are 2, 1, 6 respectively, and since the resulting
, polykays have subscripts indicated by the sums in the marginal columns
we have
(1 .1 6) k_ k.,., = 2 ^41 - _ i _ k „  + k_Ti •
3 11 n ^(2)
The product of the bipartition function and combinatorial coefficient 
is termed as k-coefficient. In the direct method the usual formulae 
(Kendall and Stuart, 1958, P. 68) can be used for changing from y*‘^s to 
k ’s. In general, except for the most trivial cases the algebra is 
.extensive though it can be reduced somewhat by use of modulo unit 
parts (Tukey, 1956). The only point to remember is that in adapting
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the transformation from y's to k ' s  using arrays, we have to distinguish 
the two components of the y's corresponding to the two columns of the 
arrays. The way. to do this is by multipartite notation. Thus 
corresponding to the first row 3 1 4 of (l) in (1.15) there is a y
4
which is treated as the bipartite y . The expansion then in terms of
31
bipartite k 's is
y ' = K + K K + . . .
31 31 30 01
2 § 4
which is obtained from y ' = k + 4 k k + 3 k + 6 k  k + k
4 3 1 2 2 1 1
by expressing it as
(1 .1 7) y ' = K  + ( K K + K K + K K + K K )
1111 1111 1110 0001 1101 0010 1011 0100 0111 1000
+ (< K + K K + K K ) +
1100 0011 1001 0110 1010 0101
( K K K + K K K ) + ( K
1100 0010 0001 0011 1000 0100 1010
K K + K K  K + K K K +
0100 0001 1001. 0100 0010 0110 1000 0001
K K K ) +  K K K K
0101 1000 0010 1000 0100 0010 0001
and combining the first three subscripts
i.e. y' = < + K K + K K + . . .  -
31 31 30 01 21 10
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2
Then E ( k _ k . ^ ) = 2 <  k -  6 k k  . k  k  
^  ~  > ;;(2T 3 2 + 3 1
so that, taking estimates on both sides we have (l.l6) which agrees 
with Wishart (1952).
Examining (I.I5) we see that certain arrays have their k-coefficients 
equal to zero. Also the function of n (pattern function - Dwyer and 
Tracy, I962 or k-type pattern function - James, 1958) depends only 
on the pattern of non-zero elements in the array and not on their actual 
magnitudes. As seen earlier the function is assigned by considering 
the "separations" (Dwyer and Tracy, I962) of the rows into distinct 
groups or "separates" (Fisher, 1929, Dwyer and Tracy I962). Dwyer and 
Tracy (1964) and Tracy (1963, 1968) studied this and gave a set of 
rules which makes the multiplication process rather easy. We illustrate 
these rules by considering the multiple product k k k .
22 d ± i . J.
The 2's in the subscript behave differently and hence ve have to 
distinguish their "proper parts" (a proper part of an integer is any 
positive integral value less than the integer - Tracy, I963). Let us 
indicate the proper parts as follows :
X=1, X—1 I—1, y—1 A—1, a—1,
Note that though B=b=l, they behave different from X, x, Y, y , A, a 
which are such that X + x = 2, Y+y=2, A+a = 2, while B, b are not additive.
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First we form the product k^^.Since we are interested in ^ 2 2 ^ 2 1 1
k^, we then have to consider multipartitions obtained by appending a 
third column to'the bipartitions in kgg k^^^ by suffixing the subscript 
1 in k^ in all possible ways. The product k^^ k^^^ may be represented as
Since X,x and Y,y play the same role as proper parts of the subscript 
2, similar patterns can be listed by replacing X,x by Y,y. Instead 
we will attribute a corresponding combinatorial coefficient which takes 
care of the permutations. The bipartitions then are
(1.18) (a) (@) (y ) (5) (e)
2‘2 k 2 1 3 2 2 h 2 1 3 2 0 2
2 1 3 2 1 3 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2
0 1 1 0 2 2 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 2 2
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 1
tc) (n) (e) (l) (c ) (X)
2 A 3 2 1 3 2 A 3 2 A 3 2 1 3 2 0 2
2 a 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2
0 1 1 0 A 1 0 a 1 0 a 1 0 A 1 0 A 1
0 1 1 0 a 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 a 1 0 a 1
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 
n 1
1
1
(y) (u) (J) (o) (f ) (p) (a)
X 1 2 X 2 3 X 1 [2 X 2 3 X 0 1 X 0 1 X 2 3
X 1 2 X 1 2 X  1 2 X 1 2 X 0 1 X 0 1 X 0 1
2 2 k 2 1 3 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 1 3 2 2 2 2 0 2
0 2 2 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
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(T) . (v)
X 1 2 2 0 2
X  0 1 0 2 2
2 0 2 X 0 1
0 2 2 X 0 1
0 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 1
(4> ) (x ) (9 ) ( w ) (u ) ($ ) ( / )
X A 2 X A 2 X 1 2 X A 2 X 1 2 X A 2 2 A ’3
X  a 2 X 1 2 X 1 2 X a 2 X 1 2 X 1 2 X a 2
2 1 3 2 a 3 2 A 3 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 X 0' 1
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 a 1 0 1 1 0 A 1 0 a 1 0 1 1
0 1 1 0 a 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
(-&) ( <) ( F) ( 3) (2 ) (r ) (A )
2 1 3 2 A 3 2 0 2 2 0 2 2 A 3 2 1 3 2 0 2
X 1 2 X 1 2 X A 2 X 1 2 X 0 1 X 0 1 X 0 1
X 0 1 X 0 1 X 0 1 X 0 1 X 0 1 X 0 1 X 0 1
0 A 1 0 a 1 0 a 1 0 A 1 0 a 1 0 A 1 0 A 1
0 a 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 a 1 0 1 1 0 a 1 0 a 1
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 1
(A (E (n ) (G ) (H ) (J ) (L )
X 1 2 X 1 2 X 2 3 X 2 3 X 1 '2 X 0 1 X A 2
X 1 2 X 1 2 X 1 2 X 0 1 X 0 1 X 0 1 X a 2
Y 2 3 Y 0 1 Y 0 1 Y 0 1 Y 0 1 Y 0 1 Y 1 2
y 0 1 y 0 1 y 0 1 y 0 1 y 0 1 y 0 1 y 1 2
0 2 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 2 2 0 2 2
0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1
0 1 1
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(M ) (N ) ( P) (Q ) (R ) (S ) (C )
X A 2 X A 2 X 1 2 X A 2 X 1 .2 X A 2 X A 2
X 1 2 X a 2 X 1 |2 X a 2 X 1 2 X 1 2 X 0 1
Y a 2 Y 1 2 Y A 2 Y 0 1 Y 0 1 Y 0 1 Y 0 1
y 1 2 y 0 1 y 0 1 y 0 1 y 0 1 y 0 1 y 0 i
0 1 1 0 a 1 0 1 1 0 A 1 0 a 1 0 a 1
0 1 1 0 a 1 . 0 1 1 0 1 1
(D ) 
X 1
X 0
■ f 0 
y 0
0 A 
0 a 
0 1
(E ) 
X 0 
X 0 
Y 0
y 0
Ô A 
0 a 
0 1 
0 1
(l.l8) lists all the arrays in the product k^g kg^^ except for the 
permutations which is compensated by the combinatorial coefficient.
Now to get the arrays corresponding to kgg kg^^ k^ we have to 
attach an additional column to all the arrays in (l.l8). This column 
consists of only one non-zero entry, being 1 which is the subscript 1 
in k^. The multipartitions obtained in this manner are listed in Table 
(1.2). We refer to these as "admissible multipartitions" (Tracy, 1968). 
The listing indicates the correspondence to (l.l8).
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TABLE (1.2)
ko
Number
Combinatôrial Method for ^211 ^1
Admissible multi- Multipartition Combinatorial Contribution to 
partition Function Coefficient the required product
a 2 2 1 5 1 k
I (2)
2 1 0 3 n.n
0 1 0 1
a 2 2 0 k 1 k
i 2 1 1 k „  „(2)n.n
0 1 0 1
o 2 2 0 k 1 k
3 2 10 3
O i l 2
a 2 2 0 k 1 k
4 2 10 3 n.(n-l)
0 10 1
0 0 1 1
g 2 1 1 k 1 k
1 2 10 3 n n(2)n.n
0 2 0 2
2 1 0 3 1 2
.2 2 1 0 3 r, n(2)
0 2 1 3
B 2 10 3 1 2
3 2 1 0 3 n.(n-l)
0 2 0 2
0 0 1 1
k kgg^/n.n(2)
k k^^^/n.n(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
2 kggg/n.n(2)
^ ^ 3321^°
(2)
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Number
Admissible multi­
partition
Multipartition Combinatorial Contribution to
Function Coefficient the required product
-
2 2 1 5 1 2
2 0 0 2 n^
0 1 0 1 .
0 1 0 1
Y 2 2 0 k 1 2
2 2
2 0 1 3 n
0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1
Y 2 2 0 k 1 k3 22 0 0 2
O i l 2
-
D I D 1
Y 2 2 0 k 1 2
4
2 0 0 2 n
0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
6 2 1 1 k 1 k
I 2
2 0 0 2 n
0 2 0 2
0 1 0 1
5 2 1 0 3 1 8
2 2
2 0 1 3 n
0 2 0 2
0 1 0 1
2 k^21l/*
^ ^k311^"
^ ^221^“
^ ^%211l/^
^ ^221^“
® ^3321^*
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Number •
Admissible multi­
partition
Multipartition Combinatorial Contribution to
Function Coefficient the required product
-
2 1 0 3 1
2 0 0 2 n"
0 2 0 2
O i l 2
2 1 0 3 1
2 0 0 2 n
0 2 0 2
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
2 0 1 3 1
2 0 0 2 n
0 2 0 2
0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1
2 0 0 2 1>
2 0 0 2 n
0 2 0 2
O i l 2
0 1 0 1
2 0 0 2 1
2 0 0 2
0 2 0 2
0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
^ *32211/°
 ^*32211/°
^ *22221/°
222111
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k3
Number
Admissible multi­
partition
Multipartition Combinatorial Contribution to
Function Coefficient the required product
2 A 1 k -1 k1
2 a 0 3
C I O 1
0 1 0 1
2 A 0 3 -1 k2
2 a 0 3 n.n^2)
0 1 1 2
0 1 0 1
Ç, 2 A O 3 -1 23
2 a 0 3 n(2)
0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1
• 0 0 1 1
rv X 1 1 3 -1 81
y J  X 1 0 2 n.n<3)
2 2 0 k
X 1 0 2 -1 k2
X  1 0 2
2 2 1 5
V, X 1 0 2 -1 k3
X 1 0 2 n<3)
2 2 0 k
0 0 1 1
V X 2 1 k -1 81
y.J X 1 0 2 n.*(3)
2 1 0 3
■
(2)
(2)
*33111/°
(2>
-8 n.n(3)
-k k^gg/n.n(3)
*k22l/°
(3)
-8 khgg/n.n(3)
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Number
Admissible multi­
partition
Multipartition Combinatorial Contribution to
Function Coefficient the required product
-1 333
n.n
-1
T3)n.n
-8 k.3321(3)
(2)-1 3222
n.n
-8 k,-1
3222
n.n
(2)-4 k,22221
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Multipartition Combinatorial Contribution to
Function Coefficient the required product
Admissible multi­
partitionNumber
-8-1
(2)n.n
-8 k.-1 3321
n.n
-8 k-12 0 3321
(2)n.n
-8 k,-1 3222(2)
(2)-1 32211
/n .(n-2)16 k3321
n .(n-2)
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k6
Admissible multi- 
Kumber partition
X A 0 2 
X a 0 2
2 1 1 U 
0 1 0  1
X A 0 2 
X a 0 2 
2 1 0  3 
0 1 1 2
X A 0 2 
X a 0 2, 
2 1 0  3 
0 1 0  1 
0 0 1 1
pf 1 X A 1 3 
y j x  1 0  2 
2 a 0 3 
0 1 0  1
X A 0 2 
X 1,0 2 
2  a. 1  h  
0 1 0  1
X A 0 2 
X 1 0 2 
2 a 0 3 
0 1 1 2
Multipartition
Function
Combinatorial
Coefficient
Contribution to 
the required product
n^.(n-2)
n .(n-2)
n.(n-2)
n.n(3)
n.n(3)
n.n(3)
8 k%22i/n^.(n-2)
32
16
16
8 .(n-2)
8 kgggii/n-fB-Z)
32 kgggi/n.n(3)
(3)
1 6 X3222/n.n(3)
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1*T
jmber
Admissible multi­
partition
Multipartition
Function
Combinatorial
Coefficient
Contribution to 
the required product
X X A 0 2 1 l6 ^32211^°^4 (3)
X 1 0 2 n
2 a 0 3
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
0) Y X A 1 3 1 8
I (2)
y X a 0 2 n
2 0 0 2
0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1
Ü) X A 0 2 1 It ^ ^32211^°2 (2)
X a 0 2 n
2 0 1 3
0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1
w X A 0 2 1 8 ® ^2221^°
3 (2)
X a 0 2 n
2 0 0 2
O i l 2
0 1 0 1
u X A 0 2 1 It k k22ZLu/(*-l)
4
X a 0 2 n-1
2 0 0 2
0 1 0 1
C I O 1
0 0 1 1
L X A 1 3 —1 32 -32 k3ggg/n^(n-l)(n-3)
1 X a 0 2 n^(n-l)(n-3)
y 1 0 2
y 1 0 2
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Admissible multi­
part it ion
48
Multipartition Combinatorial Contribution to 
Function Coefficient the required product
/n(n-l)(n-3)-8 k,-1 2221
(n-l)(n-3)
3222
n.n
-1 22221
We have already seen in the case of bipartitions the formation of
the combined bipartitions of a given bipartition by combining the rows. In 
a similar way the combined multipartitions of a given multipartition In 
Table (1.2)are obtained by adding the rows subject to the condition that 
such an addition can be done. The resulting multipartitions are termed 
as c-multipartitions. As in the case of bipartitions, an n-coefficient 
is attributed to each multipartition. This is the non-combinatorial factor 
of the coefficient and is obtained as described earlier. The sum of the 
n-coefficients for the multipartition and all its c-multipartitions is 
called its multipartition function or partition function. Care should be
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taken to see that all the c-mult ipart it ions are taken into account.
The fourth column gives the combinatorial coefficient which indicates 
the number of ways the multipartition can be formed. The row totals give 
the subscripts of the resulting polykays. The product of the multipartition 
function and the combinatorial coefficient gives the coefficient of the 
polykay corresponding to that particular array.
Hence the required product is the sum of the contributions of the 
various multipartitions as given in the last column of Table (1.2). Thus
(1.19) kgg k^- _Ji . k^2i - — L - y  ^ 522 ^  ^ 4 1
n.n' n.n n.n . n.n' '
. * ^ 3 3  " - I -  Nail " 4 -  \311 *''SS!L..- W A) h 221
n.n n n n.n
. 2(?.n t g o y .36) * ■LXnl W .gPn.q.S).
n.n'"^ '^  n.n  ^ "
" — ^  ^ 33111'*' —^ ^32211 gij-.-~.3,n.-6) 2^2221 *  ^222111’
n(n-2)(n-3) "'I
the result we have in equation (1 .13).
It is clear that (1.19) is now in good shape for approximation as n becomes 
large.
Wishart did not have a pure direct combinatorial method when he worked 
with the products of generalized k-statistics. What he had was for the
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products of the type ... which he solved simultaneously to obtain
the product of polykays desired.
The listing of all arrays and then calculating the individual 
contributions to the product in question seems a long process. But the 
establishment of certain rules for calculating the contribution of each 
array allows for the condensation and further development. Moreover 
it cuts down the number of arrays to a considerably smaller number since 
some of the arrays do not contribute to the product at all.
The main problem in the multiplication is to find the function of 
n by which the corresponding numerical factor is to be multiplied. In 
this connection note that certain arrays make no contribution at all 
to the coefficient, and so may be neglected. In the process of forming 
Table (1.2) from (I.I8) we see that families of multipartitions like 
(n^), (8^), ( I. ), (k. ), (X^)... do not appear in Table (1.2) because 
of the fact that the multipartition functions corresponding to these are
zero. The reason for this is explained by the "Rule of proper parts" 
(Dwyer and Tracy, 1964). Note also that the interchange of any row or 
column in a particular pattern does not affect its multipartition 
function.
We define a partition pattern as an algebraic multipartition in 
which the relative positions of the partitions of the subscripts are 
fixed, but rows or columns may be interchanged. For example the pattern
(1.20)
"^11 ^11 "11
^12 ^12 ^12
^13 ^21 ^2
^2 ^22 0
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in the product k k, , k is the same as any other pattern
%  h  \  =1=2
obtained by interchanging the rows or columns.
We have already seen that the pattern function of a pattern is obtained 
by adding the n-coefficient of the particular pattern and all its conditional 
amalgamations. Any pattern obtained by the addition of rows of a pattern 
is a c-pattern. Make sure that such an addition is possible. The pattern
(1 .2 0) has a c-pattern.
^11' ^1 1' =^11'
(1.21) a^2 bg^ Cg where a^^' =
“2 "22 ° " h  =
11
No other c-pattern can be formed since we can only add the partition
Of same a., b. or c .1 j u
This process of calculating the pattern function is extensive if 
applied directly. However, much of the work is simplified by applying 
certain rules which these functions obey.
In listing the arrays in Table (1.2) we noticed the way in which 
new arrays are formed from original arrays by including additional rows 
or columns to the original pattern. An "extended pattern" (Dwyer and 
Tracy, 1964) consists in an initial pattern plus additional rows 
consisting of single non-zero entries a^, b^ or ... . For example in
11
+
^12
+ bÏ1 12
+ c.11 12
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Table (l.2) take a^, a£, ot|^ where the initial patterns are
221 220 220
, , respectively.
210 211 210
In a similar way an "augmented pattern" consists of an initial pattern
plus additional columns. These additional columns are such that their 
non-zero entries are carried all the way through in all the c-patterns 
and do not impose any further restrictions in the addition of rows.
Patterns like ai, and 83 are outstanding in which the non-zero 
entries fall into different blocks like:
(04) (83)
2 2 0 2 1 0
2 1 0  2 1 0 .» >
0 1 0 0 2 0
0 0 1 0 0 1
such a pattern is said to be composed of blocks. The concept is
extended to two blocks connected by a column or row; these are called
column-bordered and row-bordered blocks. If the connecting row or column 
does not contain zero entries it is said to be solid.
Summing up we can give the different steps of the combinatorial 
method for products of generalized k-statistics as follows:
1. Following Tukey, write each generalized k-statistic of the product 
in terms of brackets.
2. Multiply the brackets using Tukey's o-multiplication and thus 
list all the possible arrangements of the products of brackets.
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In other words form all the array types by writing the 
components in the first bracket in the first column, those 
of the sefcond factor in the second column etc. Here arrays 
having a row which consists of a single non-zero entry which 
is a proper part of a subscript can be ignored.
3. Compute the combinatorial coefficient for the array type by 
forming the product of all the partition coefficients associated 
with every partition appearing in the columns of the array type 
and the factor for the permutation.
4. Compute the algebraic coefficient of the array type by adding
the n-coefficients of itself and all its conditional amalgamations.
, These can be calculated by using the rules to be stated in the 
next section.
5. Obtain the k-coefficient for each array type by multiplying 
the algebraic coefficient and the combinatorial coefficient.
6. Write down the product as the sum of the k-statistics with 
subscripts corresponding to the row totals of the array types 
having the computed k-coefficient.
Rules for Computing the Pattern Function
The need for a combinatorial method is well realized in expressing 
products of generalized k-statistics as a linear combination of polykays. 
Let us consider some rules which are helpful in this connection. Such
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rules were established for double products by Ihfyer and Tracy (1962) 
and later generalized by Tracy (1963, I968) to multiple products.
Certain new rules (Chapter II) have been formed in the process of computing the 
general formulae for products of polykays through weights 5 and 6. We 
shall briefly state the rules.
Rule 1. General Rule: The pattern function of a pattern may be obtained
by adding the n-coefficient for the pattern and for each of its c-patterns.
The above gives a method for obtaining a pattern function 
and is useful in constructing the results of Table (1.2). The general 
rule of Fisher (1929) and Wishart (1952) for products of k-statistics 
with single subscripts follow as a corollary of the above rule.
Rule 2. Pattern Rule: The multipartition functions of all multipartitions
having the same pattern are identical and equal to the pattern function.
As an example a , a , a , g ,g , have the same multipartition 
1 2  3 1 2
function. They can well be represented by a pattern of the type
X X X  
X X 0 ,
0 X 0
that is a row with three non-zero subscripts, a row with two non-zero 
subscripts and the third row with a single non-zero subscript. The 
above rule is a generalization of Fisher’s pattern rule (1929, P. 28s).
Note that two multipartitions may look identical, but they may not 
have the same pattern function. It depends upon the product under 
consideration. For example for the product k as well as k^^ there is
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a pattern of the form 1 1 1 .  But the pattern function in the first case
1 1 1
is n-2 whereas in the second case it is' 1 s since the I's
3 ’
n(n-l)^ n^(n-l)^
11in the first case are proper parts of 2 whereas in the product k 
the I's are not proper parts. Hence, in the case of the product k^
the pattern admits a c-pattern.
Rule 3. Rule of Proper Parts ; The pattern function is zero for any 
pattern which has at least one row whose single non-zero entry is a 
proper part.
A proof for this rule is available in Tracy (I968). In our example 
we saw that the families of multipartitions like 8 ,^
ând having a row with a single non-zero entry which is a proper
part of a subscript, have their multipartition functions equal to zero.
Tukey (1956) while writing products of two polykays as linear 
functions of the same gives a rule that the unit weight of the linear 
function is less than or equal to the unit weight of the product, where 
unit weight of a polynomial in k-statistics is defined as the highest 
number of unit parts appearing in any term of the polynomial. The 
rule of proper parts goes beyond this rule since it contains Tukey's 
rule as a special case when the proper part is unity. Such a rule 
eliminates quite a number of multipartitions as we have seen in Table (1.2)
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Rule h .  Rule for Extended Patterns : The pattern function of an
extended pattern equals that of the initial pattern.
It may be observed that in Table (1.2)
220
210 has the same pattern function as that of
001
22 viz. 1 , since the former is an extended pattern of the latter.
n(n-l)
Corollary ; A pattern composed of rows each of which has a single non-zero 
entry which is not a proper part has a pattern function unity. Thus e 
in Table (1.2) has the pattern function unity.
Rule 5. Rule for Augmented Patterns : The pattern function of an
augmented pattern is the product of the coefficients (-1)^ ^(r-l)i /n^^^ 
for the additional columns and the pattern function of the initial pattern 
where r is the number of non-zero entries in an additional column.
For example a in Table (1.2) is obtained from a in (l.l8) by
 ^ 1
adding an additional column 0 to a :
0
o o
1
2 2 2 2 1
2 1 2 10
0 1 0  1 0
The pattern function of a = 1 and that of a is 1 . The
pattern function of a is 1 times pattern function of a, since the
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augmented column has only one non-zero entry.
A corollary can be stated as follows:
The pattern function of an augmented pattern having x columns, each of
which has a single non-zero entry, is 1 times the pattern function of 
the initial pattern.
n^
Rule 6 . Blocks Rule ; The pattern function of a pattern composed of 
blocks is the product of the pattern functions of these blocks.
A multipartition is said to fall into separate blocks if the columns 
can be divided into two or more classes, each confined to different sets 
of rows. Fisher (1929),in dealing with single subscript k's, was able 
to ignore array types consisting of blocks, since these coefficients are 
zero xn the cumulant formulae he considered. Wishart (1952) has given this
rule for products of the type k^ k^ k^, with single subscripts. The 
block rule of Tracy (1968) is a generalization of Wishart's rule for 
multiple products of generalized k-statistics.
As a simple example we take
a = 2 2 0  
4
2 1 0
Q ^ Q in Table (1.2). The above can be written in the form
0 0 1
A 0 where A: 2 2 , B: 1 .
O B  2 1
0 1
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The pattern function for A is 1 and that of B is 1 and their
n(n-l)
product 1 . X 1 = 1 is the pattern function of a . This can
4
n(n-l) n(n-l)
also be realized by the Rule for Extended Patterns since the last two
rows with a single non-zero entry do not contribute to the pattern 
function at all.
Rule 7» Rule for Column Bordered Blocks ; The pattern function of a 
pattern A 0 consisting of two blocks A and B connected by a
0 Cg B
column C, whose parts associated with the two blocks are denoted by 
and Cg, is given by the following rule;
a) When there is no partition with parts in both and Cg, the 
pattern function is the product of the pattern functions for 
the blocks A and Cg B.
b) When there is at least one partition which has parts in both
and Cg , the corresponding pattern function is zero.
A case where rule 7(a) applies is multipartition 8 in Table (1.2).
2
The pattern function for 8 is 1 which is the product of the
pattern functions 1 for 2 1 and 1 for 2 1.
( 2 )  2 1 n
Rule 7 holds whether the connecting column C is solid or not.
Rule 8. Rule for Row-bordered Blocks : The pattern function of a pattern 
which consists of p blocks with a row connecting each two consecutive
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blocks is l/nf"^ times the product of the pattern function of the 
blocks. The rule can be proved by induction.
A formal proof for the above rules is available in Tracy (1968). 
We have more rules in the next chapter where we see the new patterns 
resulting from the multiplication of a polykay by polykay products of 
weights 5 and 6 .
SUMMARY
After defining the basic terms, a general description of 
the polykays is given. Tukey’s (1956) algebraic method for multiplying 
two polykays is described. Tukey's Table 2 for multiplication of two 
angle brackets (Tukey, 1956) is extended to the case of three angle 
brackets and illustrated by an example. The modification of Tukey's 
algebraic method to a combinatorial method by Dwyer and Tracy (I962), 
following Fisher (1929), is illustrated. The steps for a combinatorial 
method are outlined and the general rules for a combinatorial method 
(Dwyer and Tracy, I962), (Tracy, I963, I968) are stated. The use of 
these rules in multiplication of polykays is explained.
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CHAPTER I I
EXTENSION OF THE GENERAL THEORY FOR MULTIPLICATION BY 
PRODUCTS OF POLYKAYS OF WEIGHTS 5 AND 6
Tukey (1956) gave the formulae for multiplying k-statistics k^ ,^ 
by as
(2.1) kg^  k^ = kg^ + _1_
n
^ab ^1 ^ \ b l  —  \+l,b —  \+l, a "n n
Tukey’s Table 2 (1956) gives an algebraic method for finding the
product of the type k^^ kg . Later Dwyer and Tracy (I962) developed
a combinatorial method for such products. They provided a formula
for multiplying k by k as follows :
P1P2 ^
£(Pll Pi2> p + 11; 0 +  ^ '^21 P22>
■ 1 1 ^12’ ^2 
\ 1P22; Pi + 11: 0-
Here (p^^p^g) is the partition coefficient corresponding to the partition 
^11^12 Pp and similarly (Pgi^pP^ corresponds to a 2-part partition 
of Pg. The + sign in the subscript in (2.2) indicates the sum of, the 
k ’s with sums of permuted subscripts. When the subscripts are divided 
by a semicolon, the + operates on the ones before the semicolon, and the 
ones after it, separately.
60
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Thus,
Table 4 of Tracy's thesis (page 26) gives a "condensed method" 
for the product ^
General Formulae;
To condense the results symbolic notations are used. The
symbol { } represents the set of subscripts pu, pu... . We indicate
' i .  c:
the set of array types in which any q, say q^, appears in a row with
any element of {} by {q^}, the group of array types in which q^ and
q^ may appear by {q^ q^} etc. Here {} q^ q^ stands for the extended
array type in which q., q appear alone in additional rows. The notation
 ^ J
{q.}q. is used for the array type in which q. occurs in a row with some
1 0 1
element of {} with an additional row containing q.. Double subscripts
J
indicate parts of a partition. Hence {q^^ ^i2^^j' ar^ ray type in which
the two parts of q. are added concurrently to two elements of {} and a
1
row containing q. alone is appended to the pattern represents
J
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% ^il Pi %il Pi ^il
^2 *^ 12 P2 0 Pj ^i2
P3
O'
P3 ^12 • •
. . . . • •
. . or . . or.• • .
0 0
0
Also Pj,g + q^g} is used to indicate an array type in which
the 2-part partitions of p^ appear with the 2-part partitions of q^, the 
other p’s appearing alone. In a similar way {p^^ p^g + q^ ^^  q^g: q^} 
denotes an array like the one above with an additional row in which q^  
appears with any other p^ (j=fk); {p^^ p^g + q^^ q^g: qj}q^ ... denotes 
the extended array types with additional rows of q’s.
Using the above condensed notation (2,1) may be generalized to
(2 .3 )  k { }  = k ( l l  + - i -  k ( l )  '
n
Dwyer and Tracy (I962, 1964) gave such general formulae for the double
products k,-I k where Z q. <_ 4. Tracy (1963, I969) gave general
IJ 9.2 1
formulae for multiple products, when k^ j is multiplied by products of 
polykays of weight 4 or less.
The extension of the above work through weights 5 and 6 generates 
more patterns which have not been noticed earlier. We examine the new
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patterns and their pattern functions.
When considering the product of single subscript k's Fisher (1929) 
gave a list of patterns that occur when his combinatorial method is 
used with their algebraic coefficients. The generalizations of Fisher’s 
patterns needed for products of generalized k-statistics were given by 
Tracy (1963, I965). The problem of Fisher was much simpler since all 
the rows in his patterns were additive in considering the products of 
k-statistics with single subscripts. But in the case of generalized 
k-statistics such an addition is restricted since a part p^^ of p^ can 
only be added to another p^^ or to zero. One may refer to Table 5 in 
Tracy's thesis (1963, P. 55-63) or Technical Report Number I8-I 
(Tracy I965, Univ.. of Connecticut) for a list of such patterns and 
their pattern coefficients. We find some of these patterns useful 
in this chapter.
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a) Multiplication by Polykay Products of Weight 4
Let p^, Pg<.’.. be used to represent the subscripts in {}.
Special attention is given to the k-term, k.
(PilPisPjlPjZ +
in k,, k (E q. = 4), since the above coefficient occurs in all
{} ••• 1
double products as well as in three of the multiple products, namely 
2 2
k{} kg , » ^{>^2^11 • The notation T U D
calls for 4i = 24 permutations. In Table (2a.l) we list the patterns 
corresponding to the above k-term in the double products (weight 4). 
We use Ig^  to indicate 1 when it is a proper part of a={=l.
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The above Table is contained in Table 17 (Tracy, 19^5» Technical 
Report lie. l8-l) , the third row in Table 17 calls for the different 
patterns in our'Table (2a.l) with q,=it.
Now the notation ^ 2 .1 ^ 1 .2 ^ 2 1 ^ 2 2  *  calls for 2 h  permutations.
The patterns in Table (2a.l) corresponding to the products k^^k^^
and k^j ^ m i  2*+ permutations, whereas in k^^ and ^q ^211’
the 2 h  permutations result from two patterns : 8 from one and l6
from the other. Thus the coefficient of k, in
kf 1 k is  8_ n - 3n+l + 16 1 = n^ - 3n+3
'> 2k Jk) 2k Jk) - y i l P
and in k^j ^ 2 1 1 . ® -i + l6 -1 = -1 ,
n(^)(n-3) n(^) 3 (n-l)^^^
a result which agrees with Table 6.3 of Tracy (I963, P. 69).
Similarly for multiple products we have Table (2a.2).
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The problem gets more involved when we get into weights 5 and 6.
b) Multiplication by Polykay Products of Weight 5
Patterns of the type obtained in Tables (2a.l) and (2a.2) which 
arise when multiplying a polykay by another of weight 5 are those
corresponding to the k-terms + ZLLl)' "'fPlApPplPpp + m » !
’'(P1PP12P21P22 + Ull: !>• last ‘"P **avtn8 the extended
array types. We consider these in Table 2b. Table (2b.1) deals with
the case of k,
^11^12^21^22 2111}
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In dealing with the term k , , we note a new feature.
It is clear that the 1 outside {} is not a proper part of any subscript,
otherwise the pattern function will be zero by the Rule of Proper Parts.
There can be as many patterns of the same kind as there are I's (not
a proper part) in the subscript. In order to denote the number of
patterns of the same kind we add a new row in the tables to follow,
namely the "frequency" of the pattern. For example in k^j k^^^ the
pattern p^^ 1^ has a frequency 2 since the 1 appearing alone in the
^12 ^3
^21 ^3
^22 ^
0 1
the last row can be any of the two I's in 311. In the actual formulae, 
the frequency is absorbed in the combinatorial coefficient. In fact 
the combinatorial coefficient of a particular pattern is the product 
of the "frequency" and the partition coefficient. Tables (2b.2) and
(2b.3) deal with the term, + 1111,1 + 1^11 = 1,
respectively.
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Note that Z = 5 for all the products in Table (2b.3), where
Is the frequency and p^ the proportion of contribution. It is because 
of the fact that the 1 after the colon in kr
(P11P12P21P22 +
which goes with any p.,(j4l»2)» can be any of the five I's in the 
subscript. Though the patterns in Tables (2b.2) and (2b.3) both 
have 5 rows, the pattern functions are different. This is expected 
from the structure of the patterns. These patterns are not available 
in Tracy (1963, 1965).
We next consider the coefficients of the above terms when 
multiplying k ^  by a polykay product of weight 5. These appear in 
Tables (2b.4), (2b.5) and (2b.6).
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Here patterns having their pattern function equal to zero are not
listed. Incidentally the pattern functions of the patterns corresponding
to the first ^ products in Table (2b.4) are 1 times the pattern
n
functions of the corresponding patterns in Table (2a.1). The first 
5 products in (2b.4) involve multiplication by of those in (2a.l) 
and hence we can make use of the rule for augmented array types,
(Tracy 1963, 1968). Since the single non-zero entry (namely l) 
in the augmented column can be permuted in 4 different ways, yielding 
4 different patterns of the same type,the frequency is 4.
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Here again patterns corresponding to the products numbered 1,2,3,4,5 
are extended patterns of those in Table (2a.l) whereas those corresponding 
to 8,9>10 are the extended patterns of those in Table (2a.2). Hence 
the multipartition function and the proportion of contribution of the 
above patterns to the particular k-term are the same as in Table (2a.l) 
or (2a.2) accordingly.
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Consider p^, p^ as two elements of {}. On multiplying by polykay 
products of weight 4, if we consider a pattern involving partitions of 
Pj; and pj both it is of the kind p^^ x, i.e., both p. and p. can-at the
Pjl =
Pj2 X
most have 2-part partitions which are proper parts — patterns listed in 
Table 2a. But as soon as the weight of the multiplier increases, (to 
more than 4), we can have a pattern (or patterns) with p^ having 
unequal number of proper parts. Thus the product k^^ k ,
Z q. = 5 involves a new pattern p,, 1 with a k-term k, j. i,
1 11 (P11P12P13P21P22 + 11111}
h 2
P13 1 
% i  
P22 1
.wherein the + sign in the subscript calls for 51 permutations.
Such patterns occuring in the double and multiple products of weight 5 
are listed in Tables (2b.7) and (2b.8)
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The patterns listed in Tables (2b.7) and (2b.8) were not noticed before. 
Probably they would have been obtained if Fisher's patterns for 5 
rows were generalized. The product  ^kj^  ^in (2b.7) has 2 patterns 
contributing to the k-term in question. It is seen that these patterns 
have the same pattern function though they are structurally different 
patterns. This phenomenon is seen in the product k^ ^ k^^ in Table 
(2c.l) below. Such patterns obey a rule (page96} which is discussed 
later in this chapter.
c) Multiplication by Polykay Products of Weight 6
In the transition to kr,k , E q. = 6 , we often get
^
patterns similar to those listed in Tables (2a) and (2b) and extended 
patterns of those in (2a) and (2b). Since the tables for such 
patterns are large and quite a few in number, we are not listing them. 
We just list patterns of the types which have not appeared so far.
However, we give some examples of extended patterns of those 
in Tables (2a) and (2b), when E q^ =6. The pattern corresponding to
the k-term t 1111:11) h )  ...• ' %  =
^11 1
Pl2 1
^21 1
^22 1
^3
1
^4 1
With the six I's in the pattern we can have 6! permutations. But the 
notation ^ '^ 2 . 1 ^ 1 2 ^ 2 1 ^ 2 2  calls for 4! x 2 l permutations, i.e.
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the four I's before the colon can go with any one of the 4 p..'s 
giving rise to 4l permutations, while the remaining two I's going 
with any other two s in the {}call for 2 1 permutations: thus 
a total of 4! x 2l permutations. Hence the pattern coefficient 
should be multiplied by a "proportionality factor" = 
total number of perimtations in the pattern. Thus in ^k^g the 
above k-term has the following patterns:
Pll 14 Pll I4 ^11 H Pll ^4
^12 ^4 ^12 ^4 ^12 ^4 ^12 ^2
^21 H ^21 ^4 ^21 ^2 P2I I4
^22 ^4 ^22 ^2 ^22 ^2 ^22 ^2
^3 ^2 P3 H P3 P3 I4
P4 Ig P4 I2 P4 24 H
48 384 96 192
8 2 4
Number 
of
Permu­
tations
Proport­
ionality 
factor
We have seen earlier that the pattern functions for the k-term 
“'hlhal’p A l  " h )  ' 5) are the erne
as those for t 1111) h )  I**"
former being extended patterns of the latter ones. In a similar way 
the patterns corresponding to the k-terms + 1111:1 )1
“ 1 h p p p P p p P p j P p p P p p  t  11111)1 1" h )  1 %  = «• “ e
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same pattern functions as in h,, k , Z q, = 5> corresponding
to the k-terme t 1111:1) tlnll)-
by the rule of extended patterns.
In Table (2c) we list the new patterns occuring in kr,k ,
11 ^ 2^2 * * '
Z q^ - 6 »  which have not been noticed so far. We list such patterns 
for the double products only. Table (2c.l) contains patterns having 
4-part partition of p^ (say p^) and 2-part partition of p^ (say Pg) 
whereas the patterns in Table (2c.2) have 3-part partitions for both 
p and p . Table (2c.3) has patterns having partitions of p.,p_,p_;
X  d _L c j
each having 2-part partitions. In the product k^ j k^^ we note
equality of the pattern functions for patterns (a) and (b) corresponding
to the k-term k, .i. TTimi* Such an equality for
‘hih2h3hi.)’2i%2 " 111111)
pattern functions was noticed in the patterns for k
^^iA2^13^21^22*’
in (Table 2b.7).
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Certain Rules for Combinatorial Method
In chapter I we saw some general rules which are helpful in 
expressing the products of polykays as linear combinations of the same.
We here introduce some new rules.
Rule 1 . Rule of Hypergeometric Probability
The proportions associated with the various patterns contributing 
to the same k-term are the hypergeometric pi’obabilities.
Let us consider the k-term k, ,
tPll P2I Pzng + 9ll
q, q^, ... qg } in the case of the product k k . Here p.,, 
x r ^  d x  qrg p^Pg q^qg x
Pg, q^> qg have n^, Ug, r^, Ug parts respectively and n^ + n^ = r^^+rg= n,
say. The proportions associated with the different patterns are
r A / \  -
/ V 1 / » k = 0, 1, 2, ..., min (r , n ). These are hypergeometric
V 1/ min (r^,n^)/n^\ / rig \ min (r^,n^)/nA / Ug
probabilities and i  ^ ^ / V 1 ~ 1 , since i  ^k /
("1) ■
k=0 / n  \ “ k=0
(0^ 2_ /  ' multiple products, we get the generalized hypergeometric
probabilities. Also with more than two p^'s, q^'s, ..., an obvious generalization 
is available.
An analogous situation may be considered for purpose of a proof.
Let there be n people, n^ among them men, n^ women, so n^+ng = n. Also 
let there be n fruits, r among them oranges, r apples, so r^ + r = n.X c X  d
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When distributing the n fruits among the n persons, such that each person 
gets one fruit, the proportion of cases where the men get k oranges is
—  ---  A k = 0 , 1 , 2 , ..., min (r^, n^), in accordance with the
V i y
hypergeometric law.
For purpose of illustration, let n^ = 5, =  2 , r^ = 4, r^ = 3 with 7
The following types of patterns arise
(1) (2) (3)
A a A a A a
B B B B B B
C Y C Y C
D 5 D X D y
E X E y E z
M y M 5 M Y
N z N 2 N S
A,B,C,D,E represent men (or parts of Pi), H ,N represent
parts of Pg), a, B, Y» 5 represent oranges (or parts of q^) and x,y,z 
represent apples (or parts of qg). The three types of patterns represent the 
following cases:
1. Men get U oranges (or k parts of q^ matched with parts of p^),
2. Men get 3 oranges (or 3 parts of q^ matched with parts of p^)^
3. Men get 2 oranges (or 2 parts of q^ matched with parts of p^).
The proportions in which these patterns occur are the hypergeometric 
probabilities,
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« #  . . . , # )  . , «OKI) :
O ' "  O ’ ’ « ■ ’
The proportions in Tables 2a, 2b, 2c, are computed using this rule.
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Rule 2. Rule of Mixed Blocks
The algebraic coefficient of a pattern in which the non-zero 
entries going with the different parts of some p^ fall in at least 
two blocks is zero.
Proof; Consider a pattern in which p^ has x + y parts
Pil*Pi2 ' **• ^ix’^ i,x+l’ Pi,x+y * denote the pattern by
where p = ^il p = ^i ,x+l
X
^i2 Pi,x+2
^ix ^i,x+y
Let X ^  y without loss of generality.
A typical amalgamation consists of r rows of py 0 Y added
to r rows of p X 0 (r <_ y); there being x^^^ y^^^ such amalgamations. 
^ r:
Suppose X has r^ columns with x^, Xg, ..., x^ non-zero entries, 
and Y has r„ columns with y ,y , ...,y non-zero entries. Now if X
and Y denote the contributions of blocks X and Y to the algebraic 
coefficient and if the signs and factorials for the parts of p.X
going with X and Y are absorbed in p ,p , then the contribution ofX y
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the above amalgamation to the algebraic coefficient is
X Y (x+y-r-1): .
7Tn<*i%n‘Xi)
Then the algebraic coefficient of the pattern is
/  %(r) yM X Ï P,Py (X.y-r-l)l
r=0 ]fn<*i>ïïn'=^i>
. (-i)*+x-i ^ ^ V y  (x-1): I ( - I ) - - - x l x - " - !
since x'x-r' = (-l)X-'’ (-x)'x-‘>
= 0 since £ x^^^ (-x)^X'^î = = q
r=0
by Vandermonde's Theorem (Riordan, 1958, p. 9).
Now we can go ahead and claim that the rule is true where we 
have more rows other than those involving such a p^. Such a 
situation can be represented by the following pattern:
^  X 0
Py 0 Y
B
Not allowing for any addition of rows except those involving parts 
of p^, if the signs and factorials of blocks A and B are absorbed in
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A and B, the algebraic coefficient of the pattern is given by
C “
AB I algebraic coefficient of p X 0 \ = 0
p; 0 ^
If we allow additions of rows in A and B, so these become
, 1  I I
A , B ; the contribution holding A and B fixed is zero as before. 
Hence the total contribution i s 0 + 0 + . . . + 0  = 0.
This rule is a generalization of Tracy's (1968) Rule 7(b)
which is rather restricted in the sense that his pattern A 0 has
two blocks, A,B, connected with a common column C which ^ ^ B ^
has some p^ having parts in both C^, C^. In our rule we do not
require the condition of blocks of zeros in A,B. The coefficient is
zero so long as the parts of some p. are matched with X 0 , no
 ^ 0 Y
matter what the entries are above or below p X 0
X
Py 0 ^
Of course, if there are more than two such blocks, e.g.
(2.4) Px X 0 0
^y
0 Y 0
Pz 0 0 Z
we can treat p^ X 0 as p^ T,
Py
0 Y
so (2.U) is p T 0 , and therefore
p! 0 .
the coefficient is zero by the two-block case. Extension to more 
blocks is obvious.
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Our rule 2 was noticed while dealing with the patterns having 
the proper parts of different subscripts in the product factors
matched with all the parts of some p^ , e.g.
Pll
(1)
^11 0 ^11
(2)
‘111 0
(3)
Pll ^11 0
% 2 *^ 12 0 Pl2
0 ^11 Pl2 % 2
0
^13
0 ^11 . . ^21
0 *^12 , Pl3
0 ^11
0 ^12 ^22 0 ^13 P2I
0 ^12
^ 2
‘li 0 ^3 *^ 12
0 P22 0 ^13
• • • ‘li 0 • • •
• • • • • • • • •
, • «
which all have pattern function zero. The special case may be 
termed as the Rule of Mixed Proper Parts.
*
Rule of Mixed Proper Parts
Patterns having the proper parts of different subscripts in 
the product factors matched with all the parts of some p^ such 
that there is only one non-zero entry in a row other than p^j,
* The word "mixed" is used in the sense that the elements appearing 
with parts of some p^ i  
in the product factors,
are proper parts of different subscripts
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have vanishing pattern functions.
The rule follows from our rule 2, since after rearrangement 
of the non-zero entries, the pattern looks like
D
where Q  are one-column blocks.
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Rule 3. Rule for the Equality of Certain Pattern Functions 
Pattern functions are equal for the patterns
(1 ) (2)
^11 ‘^il Pil *^ il
^12 ^12 Pi2 ^12
^13 %i3 Pi3 % 3
• • . , r = 3,4,
^i, r-1  % ,  r-1 ^i, r-1 *^ i, r-1
^ir ^ir Pir
^jl ‘^i, r+1
Pjl ‘^ir
^j2 *j Pj2 % ,  r+1
where the last two rows containing the proper parts of Pj are
hot additive in case (l) and additive in case (2).
Such a phenomenon (with r = 3 , 4 and q^ == l) was observed
in the products j kj^  ^and k^- j k^^ while considering the patterns 
corresponding to the k-terms k,  ^ m  n n  and
+ mill]'Tables '^b.7) and (2c. 1) ] respectively. 
This could not have been noticed in the lower weight products, e.g. 
k^k^^, because such patterns are absent there. The above rule is 
known to hold for r = 3 ,  ..., 7. It is conjectured that the rule
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holds for the general case where has r partitions. It can be
proved by equating the coefficients of different 1 for the
patterns in the two cases together with their conditional amalgamations 
(or c-pattems). A general proof is not now available because the 
number of algebraic identities we run into increases with increasing 
r. However, we have attempted to equate a few coefficients where- 
from we obtain some algebraic identities which have been verified 
to be true (proof by induction). These are given on page 101.
It has been verified by direct listing of the patterns and 
thereby equating the coefficients of different 1 in the two
cases (including the conditional amalgamations) that the above 
rule holds for r = 3, ...» 7. By putting r = 7 in the general 
identities on page 101 we can see that it agrees with the results 
using the direct method.
To illustrate the rule let us consider the coefficients of 
1 in cases (l) and (2) in the product k k . The patterns
jj(5) ,
contributing to the desired coefficients are listed below:
Case (1)
(i)
Pil + ••• + Pi5 ‘lil + ••• +
^i6 ^i6
^17
(1)
3! 2 ! 
^18 (5)
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Pil
(il)
+ *12 + Pi3 9ll + *12 + *13
Plk + Pl5 + *16 *lk + *15 + *16
^17 *17
*18 T ^ '
n
^j2 *j
(111)
*11 + *12 + Pl3 + *14 *11 + *12 + *13 + *lk
Pï5 + *16 *15 + *16
^17 *17 3! 21
.a)4D-'
^jl *18 n(5)
^j2 *j
(Iv)
*11 + Pl2 +Pl3 *11 + *12 + * 1 3 7'\
PlU + Pi5 *14 + *15 /
^16 *  ^17 *16 *  *17 3: 2 !
(5)
Pjl *18
^J2 *j
Note;\^42/,\33y• • • are the number of ways in which the particular c- 
pattern can be obtained from the original pattern.
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Case (2) 99
(i)
^11 ■*■••• ^iU + ... + / 6 \
*15 *15
^16 *16
Pi7 *1 3| 31if J Ÿ5)
Pjl + Pj2 *17 + *18
(11)
Pii * ••• Pis 111 * *13 Z' 6
Pit + Pl5 *lt + *15
*16 *16 , 
h î  «j ÿ f
^ i l  *  FjZ «17 * «18
(ill)
Pli * * * • Pl5 *11
Pl7 *j
Pii 9Lj .
3! 2 !
J1 '"17 (5)
«16
(îv)
Pii + + Pik «il + + «il /  6 \
«15 + «16Pl5 * Pl6 
y 3121
Ppi «17 T s T
Pp2 «18
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(v)
Pil + + Pi3 *il *
Pit * * Pi6 *it •
PiT *j
^jl *i7
Pj2 *i8
(vi)
Pll + Pi2 *11 + *12
P13 + Pl4 *13 + *lt
P15 + Pl6 *15 +*16
PiT *j
+ ^j2 *17 + *18
:::w)
3! 2: 
. ( 5)
31 3!
~ Wn
Coefficient of 1 in case (l) = 3Î 2!
■ j i T
= 3612n
Coefficient of 1 in case (2) = 3! 21
n<5)
= 3612
3(0+ 3^ 2)+(5)+(t2)+ W +  3(2
6 1 / 6 
33/+ I 22
Thus coefficients of 1 in cases(l) and (2) are equal. The above 
implies that
( D +  & 2/)+ (s3j+(32^  =(^+ 3©+42}+(3!)+ 3(32)+ 3(222)
i.e.: 4 1 ) 4 1 ) 4 2 2 )= 2 ( g ) 4 2 ) 4 3 ^ ^
4)=(.5)+(t).since;
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The above identity is a special case of a general one (2,7 below)
(r-w(222)
when r = 7 *
In the general case when has r+1 partitions it is verified 
that the coefficients of 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 and
„<r+2) n'r)
1 ii^  cases (i) and (2) are equal. As the 1 decreases the
n<)
algebraic identities become too lengthy and hence a general term becomes 
complicated. However, the following few algebraic identities obtained 
in the process are noteworthy. A direct proof by expansion in 
terms of factorials or by induction can be provided for all the 
identities. We shall give the proof for one of the identities.
Some General Identities
(2.5) (22)=^2 j + (  sj (r-3).
(2.6 ) ^2y+^2^= (r-4)(^ 3 j+^2 (r-3)(22 )+(222) ,
(2.7) 4 : ) + ^ ; ) + ( 3 2 : j = ( r _ 5 ) ( ' ; : ) ) + ( r _ 4 ) # + ( : # ^ ^
We shall prove the last identity by induction. 
Let(
be true for r = n.
> ( ^ 2 ^ + ( ^ 3 ^  +(322)= (r-5) ( u j +  ( r - k ) ( 3 2 ) ) + 4 2 ^ ( r - H ) ( 222^
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For r = n+1
f n + l \  /n+I\ /n+l\
L.H.S. = U2y+V33y+v322j = (n+l) I (n+1)
41 2 1  i n - 5 ) :  3: 3: 2l(n-5)I
(n+1)I
31 2 1  2 1  2 1 (n-6)i
6 1
31 21
/n+1^
= 5 (3n-10)l 6 /
1 + 1 + (n-5)
F  ^  ""IT"
R.H.S. = (n-4)fu)+(42) +(33) + (n-3) (32) +(222a]
n; 1  (5n-19) + 1  (n-3)(n-l) 
6 251 (n-5)!
= 1 (5) (n+1) (3n-10) 
/n+l\
= 5V 6 y(3n-10) = L.H.S.
/ n+l| /n+i\ /n+l\ 
It is interesting to note that \42 J +  \  3 3  J +  \ 3 2 2 j
holds for all integral values of n •
= 5 (3n-10)("6 3
SUMMARY
In this chapter special attention is given to the new patterns 
arising while multiplying by polykay products of higher weights 
(say 5>6). These patterns are listed, indicating their pattern functions 
and their contributions to the corresponding k-term in the product 
considered. Certain new rules, observed in the process, are stated, 
explained and discussed with appropriate examples.
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CHAPTER III
FORMULAE FOR MULTIPLYING k,.BY POLYKAY PRODUCTS 
' ' " OF WEIGHTS 5 AMD 6
Following Fisher (1929), Dwyer and Tracy (1964) and Tracy (1969) 
gave general formulae for multiplying k , y by polykay products through 
weight <_ 4, where {} stands for any set of subscripts. The formulae 
were checked using the "formulae for powers and products of the k's" 
given by Wishart (1952).
The rules given by Dwyer and Tracy (1964) and Tracy (1968) are 
very helpful in determining the pattern functions of different patterns.
As the weight of the multiplying factor increases our new rules given 
in Chapter II are also useful. The "rule of proper parts" and "the 
rule of mixed proper parts" eliminate many of the patterns. Algebraic 
coefficients of a number of patterns are available in Tracy's Technical 
Report (Number I8-I).
General formulae for multiplication of  ^by polykay products of 
weights 5 and 6 are given in Tables C3a) and C3b). Since the tables are
very lengthy they have been split for convenience of presentation. Each 
column is a formula corresponding to the product at the column head.
.^ The entries in the first column of Tables (3a) and (3b) are the subscripts 
of the k-terms in the linear combination corresponding to the product 
formula. If there is no entry in a column against a term it implies 
that the terra does not appear in the expansion i.e. the corresponding 
coefficient is zero. Thus the formula for in Table (3a.l) reads
103
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= h ) 5  hill} * •••
" ' 'hlh2> *(PiiPi2+ 1.1=) " ^  ^ ' h A 2 >  k(PiiPi2+32 = )
' -  ^ W l 3 >  hp,,P,,P,3 . 311=) * -  •
The general formulae for products of polykays given hy Dwyer 
and Tracy (1964) and Tracy (1969) are useful in calculating the 
formulae for multiple products of polykays as the weight of the 
multiplying factor increases. For example, in the product k^jk^kg»
we have the formula for k^^k^ (Dwyer and Tracy, 1964) and rule for 
multiplication hy kg can be used, treating k^^k^ as a new k^j* Or k^^kg 
can be considered as a k^j and the formula for multiplication by k^ can 
be used. But it may be a complicated process specially because of the 
notations. The above can be also used for checking the formulae 
obtained by the direct combinatorial method. All our results have 
been obtained by the direct combinatorial method.
Checks
The formulae have been checked by various methods. For example, 
a useful technique for checking all the seven formulae in Table (3a.l) 
is by using the linear relation for k^^ as in Wishart (1952) as follows;
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(3.1) - — 1— >5 *  — ^ ' \ i  ^32 + ^311 + — ^ 2 2 1
n n n n n
+ _10_  . 
n
(3 .2) Also k^^ = k^\^
=  _ i _  k ^ k ^  +  _ | _  k g ^ k ^  +  k g g k ^  +  _ 6 _  kg^^k^+k^^^^k^
Hence multiplying (3.1) and (3.2) by  ^on both sides
(3.3) Ik; * _5_k(,ki,3 + ^  k;,k32 + m .  k,jk333
n n n n
+ - ~  }^221 "■ —  1^2111 + }^1111 ’ 
n  ^
(3.1.) kjjk^^ . _^k; ,k^k3 + _|_k(,k3 k^;^  * _|_ k, + -iJ=(*il
n^ n n
kl + k{}kllllkl'
Thus using equation (3.3) the coefficient of any k-term in k^^k^^ 
should be equal to the linear combination of coefficients of that
particular k-term as given by the R.H.S. The same can be double checked
using equation (3.4). The expressions for polykays of deviates (Dwyer 
1964) can also be used for checking.
Similarly particular formulae for products of polykays of weight
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<_ 6 in (Wishart 1952) and the double products general formulae 
have been used to check the results in Table (3b).
It should be noted that a number of cross checks become available 
as soon as the weight of the polykay products by which k^ ^ is 
multiplied increases, since the number of lower weight formulae also
increases with the increasing weight. Thus the formulae for k^ ^ k^kg,
2 2 k^ykgk^^ and k ^ c a n  be checked using the result k^ = 1 kg
+ k^^ (Wishart, 1952). Because, since k^^k^ is common for the three
2products, taking k^^k^ = k^^, they become k^jkg, k^yk^^ and k^^k^ 
on which the above check can be applied.
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2 h  l i i i i
‘TABLES- GENERAL FORMULAE FOR "PRODUCTS OF 'POLYKAYS 
T A B L E  (3a 1) F c R H u l A E  FOK , whE-RE
\ }  A i i i Z  ^n^Z, t^l
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2 îhiM
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é i h i I
7 !5S I
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I
ni»
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4 , 4
T A B L E  (3 a l) c o n c l u d e d  
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3 7 +  r iJ / i i
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4 o + . l l i ! i i
41 + I |: l l2
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4 3 +  2 ' 12
4 4 +  11 l l l l
4 5 +  II •■ 2!l
4 t +  21:'!'
47 + 2 2 J,
4 8 + 31: "
4 9 +11:111} — t o
tWÿîü
5 0 +  11:21}
S ' + 11:31
5 2 + 2/+1J
7^ 50,
5 3 + 2 l : l
54 + 22 ll
T % = i
6 5 + î l : l l
5+)%
56 +  32:1 1 0 .
5 7
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5 3
60
6 '
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6 2
Si
65
6 6
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SUMMARY
General formulae for multiplying by
a) k ,2 q. = 5, 6,
^ 1 2  *''
b) polykay products of weights 5,6
are obtained and displayed in tabular form . Various checks are 
indicated and applied.
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CHAPTER IV 
* SEMIIJVARIAHT POLYKAY PRODUCTS,
FINITE MOMENT FORMULAE AND THEIR ESTIMATORS
,The general formulae in Tables (3a) and (3b) , besides expressing
rules for multiplication by polykay products, are useful in obtaining 
formulae for specific products of polykays of higher weights, when 
the (} is specified.
Wishart (1952) obtained formulae for expressing products of k- 
statistics and polykays as a linear combination of polykays. These 
were up to weight 6. In addition, he provided formulae for single­
subscript k-statistics of weights T and 8. Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963) 
presented formulae through weight 8 for products of seminvariant 
polykays. Tracy (1963) in his thesis gave expressions for products 
of seminvariant polykays for weights 9, 10 and powers of these 
for weight 12. Formulae for products of seminvariant polykays of 
weight 11 and some particular ones of weight 12 are given in Table (J+b).
Combinatorial Method :. The general formulae for polykay products of 
weights 11 and 12, without unit parts, are listed in Table (4b). Each 
row is a formula, the column heads list the k-terms that appear in 
the product. Now to read the formula for a particular product, multiply
not involving unit parts
139
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the coefficients appearing in that row by the k-terms appearing at 
the column-heads and form the sum.
We shall illustrate the method for the product ^gll ^1*
This can be obtained either from (a) k^ -j {}= 22 or
from (b) k ^  k^g k^ for {}= 211. These are explained in Table (4a) 
The numbers in the first column show the correspondence with the 
numbers in the first column of Table (3a).
Table (4a) ILLUSTRATION OF COMBINATORIAL METHOD FOR PRODUCTS 
OF SEMINVARIANT POLYKAYS
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Table (4a.l) Formula for ^211 ^1’ {} = 22
*
Imbez. I s m  .C.Q.eifl'lc.isn.l
? V 1
222111
^ ^22221 —n
 ^ ^32211 ^
^ ^^32211
10 2kg222
2*3321
21 2*4311
22 2*432
2  ^ 2*5211
n
n2
n2
2n
13 -1
(2)n
Ik -»-A
15 2k,„ 1333 —
n
2*42111 _4_
n2
17 2*4221 1
n2
n2
n n(2)
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Term Coefficient
27 2k,
"441
28 2k^2i
- ^^222111
^*22221
^  ^*3222
^^32211
^*3222
^*3222
^  ^*3321
^*3321
4*4221
51 4*522
n n(2)
n
1
n-1
-1
n n'=)
(n-l)<2>
a + 4 
nn(3)
-4
7 7 ^
-  2
n .(2)
B .(2 1
7 7 ^
^^32
7 7 ^
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55 '*432
143
Term Coefficient
54 ..zP
n
333
4 k , _ - 2 _
n n(3)
70 24kgg22i —
3(n-l)(3)
72 24kgggg _=4
3n(4)
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Table (4a.2) Formula for k^^ k^ with {} = 211
Number Term Coefficient
 ^ *222111 1
5 *32211
1° *32211 *2*22221 ~ ~
l4 2%22221* 4*32211
1^ *42111 * 2*32211
27 4k%2il *  ^*3321
J 2 )
15 ^*3222 * 4kggg^ ri.
n
1® *4311 * 2*3321 -J-
n
"° «"3222
nn<^>
21 2*^221 * 4*3321 -2
n(3)
22 2*^221*2*3321+2*3222 2(d-|)
n n(2)
24 *5211 * 2*4221 2
n2
n(2)
32 4k^2g + 2k,32
n *(3)
33 2*^22 + ^*432 —
nn(3)
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4*22221
43 2*32211
44 4^22221
45 4*32211
33111
3321
3321
145
Number Term Coefficient
34 * ^*531*2*441+2*432
33 ' 2*222111 — —
n-1
3^  2*32211 -1
n(2)
n(2)
n(n-2)
43 4*32211 -  4
n(3)
47 2k— .,, -1
50 4k__, 2(n2-6n+3)
51 » \2 2 1 - 2—
n2(n-2)
52 443222
n n(4)
54 4k__„T -(n-6)
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Collecting coefficients of like terms from either table, we get
* 2 2  * 2 1 1 *  * 1  “  “ — ^ , * 5 2 2  *  * 5 3 1  *  * 4 3 2  *  — * 4 4 l
n n n n' ' n n' ' n n'
* ^333 ~  *5211 * *433.1* M 2n . .rTn+1 0),. *4g21
n n n n n n
+ 4(n3-lOn^ +29n-48) k  + 2(5n^-20n+36) k___.
nn'") n n ‘3)
*  —  ^ 4 2 1 1 1  '= 3 2 2 1 1  ■  2 ^  ,  *‘ 3 3 1 1 1
n n n
* B.(n .r3i-,8) *22221 * *222111
n(n-2 )(2) “ "1
  a result which agrees with the result(1.13)or(1.19). An extension
of the polykay products formulae given by Wishart (1952) 9^^ thus 
be achieved.
Using the above method formulae for seminvariant polykay 
products of weight 11 and some particular ones of weight 12 have been 
obtained. Table (4b) presents formulae for products of seminvariant 
polykays of weights 11 and 12. The terms which occur in the linear 
expansion of the products appearing in the column heads are given in 
the first column. The entries in the table are the coefficients of 
these terms. If there is no entry against a term, it should be treated 
as having a coefficient equal to zero. Each column thus spells out 
the. linear expression for a product.
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Other Methods and Checks
The formuïae in Table (4b) have all been obtained by this 
combinatorial method. The pattern coefficients listed in Tracy 
(1965) and those in chapter IIwere helpful. In some cases other 
methods are available. Thus can be expressed as (k^ k^) k^
and one can use Tracy's result (1963)
k_ k =, 1 k + n+13 k„_ + 42 + TO k J .
' n ^ n-1 ' n-1 n-1 >
2
Hence a formula for k^ k^ can be obtained if one uses the expressions
in Table (4b.l) for k^ k^, k^^ k^, kg^ kg and k^^ kg. But we have
used these lower weight results as checks for verifying the correctness 
of the expression.
For single-subscript k's the formulae can be checked by using 
Fisher's formulae (1929) for sampling cumulants and product cumulants.
Tukey's (1956) method involving multiplication of symmetric 
means, after expressing polykays in terms of them, and. then reconverting 
to polykays can also be used. But the algebraic manipulation
required is very extensive and the chance for error is high. Thus
the combinatorial method has its own distinct advantage, besides 
providing general rules for multiplication of k^j by a polykay product.
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Moment Formulae and their Estimators
The introduction of polykays has contributed much to simplify 
the treatment of moment functions when sampling from a finite population. 
The main advantage of expressing products of polykays as linear functions 
of the same arises in problems of expectation and estimation theory — 1 
the problem considered by Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963). The difficulties 
encountered by the pioneer statisticians in finding the moments of 
moments were much simplified by changing the problem to feature polykays.
We use the notation M(pq ...) to denote the finite population
moment M( k k ...) where M(pq ...) = E,i(k -K ) (k -K ) ... 7 . Also 
p q p p q q u
K(pq ...) stands for the K-parameter of the finite population. It is
known that E (k ^ ) = K (Tukey, 1956). Thus when once
1 2  *’*
the linear moment functions are available in terms of K ..., we can 
obtain their estimates by replacing K... by k... since E (k ) = K
or Kp = kp. Thus from the formulae for specific products of 
polykays we can evaluate their moment functions and their estimates.
Such finite moment formulae for M(pq ...) where p, q ... ^ 1 are given
by Tracy in his thesis (P. 78-85 ). As the finite population size
N ■> <» these formulae approach the formulae of Fisher (192S ) for an
infinite population. This fact has been used in checking the results.
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We use the substitution products introduced by Schaeffer and 
Dwyer (1963). n and W indicate sample and finite population sizes 
respectively. [K^ ...]^ stands for the expansion of * * ^^th
N replaced by n. Similarly [k^ k^ ...]^ denotes the expansion of
kp k^ ... with n replaced by N. This implies that [K^ . ..]^ . =
K K ... and [k k '"] = k k ... . But very complex 
p q  P q  n p q
substitution products arise in estimation.
Thus we need the linear expression for products of polykays 
in writing the moment formulae. But as Schaeffer and Dwyer {I963) 
point out, the computational form does not have to be linear. The 
formulae estimating product moments of seminvariant polykays with 
weight 8 are given by Schaeffer and Dwyer —  Table 9 (1963). Tracy 
(1963) gives a complete list of the finite moment formulae and their 
estimates for weight <_ 10 and certain particular ones of weight 12.
For example let us find the third moment of kgl.el^3^). 
M(3^) = (k^_^)^
= __l_Ko + _ 2 1 _ K _  + 3(n +25n-35) + 27 (4n-T) K...
2 9 n(n-l) 72 ^ 63 ^ 54
n(n-l)' n(n-l)‘
4.„, 3 ,.__ 2
+ 54(4n-7) K  + 27(n +27n-70)K, +  n +21n^+130n -876n+1120
o c) 432 ; p
2)
1 + _ S_K^2 + n+8 K.
(n-1) (n-2) (n-1) (n-2) 
3K 333 * lMl42Tn£7glK3222 
(n-1) (n-2) n-1
(n-l)2 (n-2)' 
33n-1
+ 6n K
(n-1) (2)
222 Kg + 2Kg'
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A "5 o *
Nov to get an estimate M(3 ) of M(3 ) we need to know the expression
for
"3 ^2221^3
N
= [kg kg]^ + ^  [k%2 kgljj + [kgg kg]^ + [*222 *3 ^^
n-1 (n-l)
Hence M(3^) = kg^ -_l_[kg kg]^ - 27_ [k^g kg]^ - 3[n+8J_[kgg kg]^ ^
(n-l) (2)
222 3'N ' 3 'N
The above has been extended by Schaeffer and Dwyer (l063) to 
get the variance covariance formulae and the higher moments:
M(pq) = 
M(p3) =
' V ’n - 3
' V  \ ’n -
-  2
i s  S ’n 5 , N
'^s sv
One can, of course, remove the [ in the above expressions since
N
— K K ,  ••• •
p q
All product moment formulae M (pq — ), p,q, ... > 1, for weight
11 and particular ones of weight 12 (not done earlier) are given
A
below. Corresponding estimates M (pq ...) can be easily obtained as 
shown above.
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Seminvariant Moment Formulae of Weight 11
M(92) = _fll_ + n+11 K +  J 2 _  Kg + 168 K - K K
n n-1  92 05 n-1 ^  ^
M(83) = _fll + 24_ + n+107 K.. +2^2 K . + 318 K,
n n-1  ^  n-1 ^  n-1 ' n-1  ^
+ I68n K „ _  + I008n K,__ + l680n K_, _ + 1260n K___
(n-1)(n-2) ' (n-1)(n-2) (n-l)(n-2)  ^ (n-l)(n-2)
M(t4) = 1 K +.28__ K g + 126 K + n+223_ K , + 434 K.
n n-1  92 n-1  n-1  n-1
+ 252n K + l?64n . K. + 2940n . K .
(n-1)(n-2) 722 (n_i)(n-2) ^^2 (n_i)(n-2)
+ 2520n K + 3360n K.._ + 840n(n+l) K
(n-l)(n-2) ” 3 (n.i)(„.2) ^2^2
+ 5 2 i 2 s t ^  k^322 + K3332 - Y u
m(65) = Üii + 22_ k„2 * i2i + 310 K . + (ntii;t) k 
n n-1  9^ n-1 n-1 ' n-1 °5
+ 300n + 2100n K,__ + 3600n K_,_
(n-1) (n-2) ' (n-l) (n-2) ^  (n-l) (n-2' ^
+ 3150n K=__ + 3900n K. . _ + 1200n(n+l) K____
(n-1)(n-2) ” 3 ( ^ . i ) ( n - 2 )  (n-l)<3>
. gOOO n l n ^  Y 22 *  S M s l s ^ )  *3332 iS S S ^ k -^ J  %32222
(n-l)'3' (n-l)(3' (n-l)'"'
-  %
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M(722) = _JL_ K_T + 2(n+15) K._ - 2 K K + 28(4n-5) K« + n^+250n-335 C x
n(n-l) n(._l)^ n(n-l)^
£
- _L. CK. + 28(l3n-l8) K., + (n+15)(n+13) K - 2(n+13)K K
- :n+l K_K__ + 2E„k/  + 84(n+15) K.__ - 84 K. K + l40Çn+15) K .
^ ^ (n-lf - K  ^
- m  K5.K + 16§0_  K + 22lip_. K,,
M(632) = J L  K,1 + n+35 K__ + ^ 2  + (n^+133n-170) - ^8^3
n2 / I  92 n ^3 ^
+ (289n-4l5)K_. + (n^+4l8n-629) K, - 6^^ 5. + l8(n^-l8n-35)
n(n-l)2 ”  ” (n-l)=(n-2) ^
- 18_ KgKg + (n^+7Tn^+2012n-4l60) - 3 ^  K ^Kg + 30(n^+8ln-l8l)K^gg
(n-l)2(n-2) (n-1) n - 2)
- ;%)_ K K + Mo+l8D_ Kxxo " S<L_]Eu.K. + 20in±13j K
”  (n-l)" - K  ' (n-l)"(n-2) ^
■ f ^ )  V - ' a  ^ -'.322 - K,3A
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M(542) = 1 K,- + (n+37) K - + 2(71n-9l)Kn. + (nf+306n-447) K.71,
n(n-l)2
- ^7*% + (n^+488n-749) + 20(n^+17n-32)K___ -20
.(n-l)" “  (n-l)"(.-2) - K  Î""
p O p
+ 10(7n +211n-438)K^gg - 70_ Kg^Kg + nf+134nT+315n-7206 K^g 
(n-l)^(n-2) (n-l)2 (n-2)
- (n+7) K.K._ - (n+9) K__K. - (n+119)K^.K_ + 2K^K,K. + 6(n^+567n-1268)
n-l 5.2 52. 5.2 5 . 2
K533 - 6 ^  KKgg + 20(n^+197n-482) - 20_ K^K^g + 120n(n+13) K^ggg
(n-l)2(n-2) (n-l)^(n-2)
- 120n K K + 600n(n+19) K, - 600n K. K
(n-l)(„-2) 5222 .322 ( Z â R ^ 2) ^5" "
+ l80n(n+37) K____ - l80n K___K - 240n(n+l) K K
(n-l)"(.-2) (n-l)<3) """""
M(533) = ^11 + 39 + 2(2n^-l49n+196)Kn„ - ^8^3 + 3(l30n-l63)K„,.
r  '(=-:) .(.-1)" ~  '
+ (nf+433n-749) - ^6^5 + 6(83n-l43) K + 5n^+383n^-1003n-704 K^gg
n(n-l)^ ^ (n-l)^(n-2) n(n-l)^(n-2)
-30 K, K + 3(5nf+l4lln-2946) K . - 9 K K, + (n^+94n^+2754n^-11096n+11128)
^  (n-l)"(.-2) ' ' (n-l)"(.-2)"
K^^g - 60 K^^Kg + 6(n2+387n-838)K ggg - 6n K^Kggg+ 60n(2n^+230n-503)
(n-l)2(n-2)2 (n-l)(2) (n-l)^(n-2)^
K4322 - m o n  - 20i2£t6.3.f=125.n-1.02.) - 180.
(n-l)(2) (n-1)^(n-2)^ (n-l)^^^
+ ^  r "32222
(n-1)^(n-2)
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M(443) = 1 K_ + 4o + (nf+i22n-139)Ko_ - 1 KoK„ + 2(nf+158n-25$) K^ ,.
7 "  n(n-l)^ ' n(n-D" '
- 16 K^_Kg'+ 24(n2+l67n-528)K - 24 K + 12(4n^+247n^-973n+998)K^gg
(n-l)2(n-2) (n-l)2(n-2)2
- 48 K K + (37n^+1060n^-1993n^-l684n+5724)K, . - 2(n+29)K. K.
 ^ (n_l)"(n_2)"
- (n+33) K^^Kg + 2K^^Kg + 48(56n^-283n^+349+4)K.ggg
(n-l)2(n-2)2(n-3)
. l..n(.3+101n"-5g,.+783) -  T S s ^  Y x 2  *
(n-1) (n-2) (n-3) (n-1)' ' (n-l)
+ I44n(n^+l8n^-85n^-55n 395) Kggg. - l44n KggKg 
(n-l)2(n-2)2(n-3) (n-l)^^)
+ 24n(n^+202n^-637n-ll8) Kggggg “ 24n(n+l) KgKgggg 
(n-l)2(n-2)2(n-3) (n-l)^^^
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M(52^) = _1_ K,, + 3(n+13)K - 3_ K K + 4(32n-49)K._ + (3n^+283n^-735n+489)K r
•a IJ- P 9*^  p y ^ P p 05 p o
n n (n-l) n n (n-l) n (n-l)
+ n^+407n^-1077n+749 K, - ^6^5 + 3(n^+24n-l43) K - 6(n+ll)K_^K_
n"(n-l)5
+ 3 K^Kg^ + 60(3nf+35n-52) Kg^g - 6o(3n-4) Kg^Kg + 3(n^+llln^+1135n-l807) 
” n(n-l)^ n(n-l)^ n(n-l)^
KcXp - 3(n^+98n-139)K .K - 3(n+3) KK, + 3 KK.K + 4(n^+457n-ll68)
 ^ .(n-l)"  ^ I T T  .(.-1)3
K533 - 4n(n-2) K + 60(n?+58n-107)K^^g + (n+13)(n+11)(n+9) K^ggg 
(2)'2 n(n-l)3 (n-l)^
- 3(n+9)(n+11) K K + 36(n+9) K k/  - (n+l)(n+3)K K + 3(n+l)K K K
(n-l)2 5  ^ (n_l)2  ^ ^
- 3K^Kg3 + 60(n+ll)(n+13) K^^gg - 120(n+ll)K^_gEg + 60
(n-l)3 (n-l)2
+ Kgggg - KgggKg
(n-l)3 (n-l)2
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M(432^) = IK., + 2(n+2l)K__ - 2 K_K. + (n^+l40n-217)Kp_ -
3 J-L “"5 ^ V <: o 9 Oj 9
n (n-l) n n (n-l) n
+ 2(n3+1.8n"-.01n+2Tg)K_, - + 2fn3+8Tn"-329n*301) K,
."(.-1)3 ' " ."(.-1)3
2
+ (n^+50n^+439n-1050) K_._ - 2(n+25) K__k_ + V 2
.(.-i)"(.-2) ^ “'"-3) ^ '
+ 2(n^+83n3+ll8ln2-4751n+2990)Kg^ - 2(n+9) Kg^Kg - 2(n^+70n-95)KggKg 
n(n-l)^(n-2) n n(n-l)^
PTC K Tf X p p
+ 6 3 2  + 2(n +127n^+l853n -76l5n+7098) K - 2(n+7)K^ gKj^
^ n(n-l)^ (n-2) n^^^
- 2(n^+108n-l69) K^^Kg + ^^5^4^2 + 4(13n^+760n^-3151n+3122)K^gg
n(n-l)^ ” n(n-l)^(n-2)
- 8(5n-7) K K + (n^+77n^+3929n^-l6637n+17430) K. , 
n(2)(n-l) n(n-l)3 (n-2)
- (n^+26n-39) K,,K_ - (nf+22n-35) K,JK, + K,^K_ + 12(n^+28n^+155n-352)
44 3 43 4 4 3  â
n' '(n-1) n' '(n-1) (n-l)^(n-2)
K^ggg - 24(nf+13n-25) K^ggKg + 12_ K^gK.^ + (n^+55n^+l448n^+10 523n-2783l) 
(n-l)2(n-2) (n-l)3(n-2)
K^ggg - (n+9)(n+7) K^ggKg - (n+7)(n+5)K^Kggg - 2(n^+40n^+603n-l450)
(n-l)2 (n-l)2 (n-l)2(n-2)
E k S g K g  +  I s l l j K k K g K g g  +  2 l s + l l K 4 g K g K g  +  2 [ s + l )  K g g K ^ K g
+ (n+29) K^gKgZ - 3Kj^ KgKg^  + 12(n^+42n^-479n-l482) Egggg- 12(n+9)KgggKg
(n-l)3(n-2) (n-1)^
- 12(nf+27n-70)KgggKg + 12 KggKgKg + 36n(n+9)(n+11) Kggggg- 72n(n+9) 
(n-l)^(n—2) ^ ^ (n—l)^(n—2) (n-l)^(n-2)
^3222^2 ^322^2
(n-l)[^'
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MO^a) = I K  + Xs+ai K - _1_K K + 3(n"+.,n-77)K. -j_K.K
n"(n-l)" n"
+ 27(lln^-3ln+22) + 3(n^+60n^-231n+224) Kg^ + 27(nf+21n-48)
n^(n-l)3 n^(n-l)3 n(n-l)^(n-2)
-  22 K _ K -  + 3( 19n^+U45n^-1035n^-1123n+2430 -  3(n+20)K..K
' n(n-l)3(n-2) '
+ 3 KgKgKg - 3(n^+23n-35) Kg^Kg + 27(5n3+55nf-3l4n+392)K_^g 
n(n—l) n(n—l)^(n—2)
- 27(4n-7) K . K + ( n^+30n^+937n^-6772n^+l4334n-9836) K 
n(n_l)2 n(n_l)3 (n_2)2
- 6(n^+22n-32) K K + 2 + 27(3n^+lUUn^-9 83n^+2120n-15 40)K. .
>-3 J n   ^  ^ . 1 n ar
n(n-l)^ “ n(n-l)3 (n-2)^
- SUSi^l + 18(n^ +38n^ -l42n+112)K_gg - 54(4n-T,) K^ggKg
n(n-l)2 (n-l)3(n_2)2 (n-l)^(n-2)
+ 27(n^+42n^+459n^-1072n+3080) K^^gg - 27(n^+9n-20) K^ggKg 
(n-l)3 (n-2)2 (n-l)^(n-2)
- 27(n^+27n-70) K^ggKg + 2%_ K^gK Kg + (n^+38n^+649n^+5276n^-36776n+49280) 
(n-l)2(n-2) (n_i)3 (n-2)^
K3332 - 3(n^+17n^+104n-320)KgggKg + 3(n+5)KggKg^
(n—l)^(n-2) n-1
- (n^+21n^+130n^-876n-1120) K_ _K + 3(n+8) K K K  - 3K &
(n-l)" (n-2)" n-l 53 3 2
+ l8(n^+38n^+g27n-770) K - l8n(n+5) K K - l8n(n^+27n-70)
(n_l)3(n_2)2 (n-l)2(n-2) (n_l)2 (n-2)=
*^3222^2 ^IÏJ^2)^222^3^2
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M(32^) = 1 + 4(n+ll) Kg. - Jt_ K Kg + (n^+126n-23l)K^^ - 1 K„K^
n^(n-l) (n-l)^
+ 2( 3n^+l43n^-38Tn+29T) + ( iin^^-37n^-197n^+315n-l69
n3(n-l)3 (n-l)^
+ 6(n+9)(n+ll) K^gg - 12(n+9) K^gKg + ^  K^Kg^ + lt(n^ +71n^ H-535n-ll65)
(n-l)2 n^(n-l) n^(n-l)^
1^ 632 -ü A ^ P r m ï - % ü l _ W 3  " ^  W g
n (n-l) n (n-1) n
+ 12(n^+41n3+274n2-9l6n+693) K_. _ -12(n^+33n^-89n+63) K ,^.K_
+ 48(n3+50n^-l87n+154) K - 32(n-2) K K + (3n^ +l61tn^ +33it6n^ -11700n+10395)
*2 (n_l)4 n2(n-l)2 sf (n-l)^
-(3n3+23n2_63n+l5) + 4(n+7)(a+9)(n+ll) K^ggg
(n-l)3 n(n-l)3
- 12(n+7)(n+9) K_.„K_ + 12(n+7) K^„K/  _  ^K^K-^+ 6(n^+L2n3+50kn2+lk78n-3k65)
K^ggg - 12(n3+31n2+i63n-315) K^^gKg + 6(n2+22n-35) K^^Kg^ 
n(n-l)^ n(n-l)2
-  6(n+3)(n+5) K. K + 12(n+3) K, K K -  6 K .K  K ^
n(n-l)^ ^
+ l6(n3+38n2+227n-770) K^^^g - l6(n2+27n-70)K - l6(n-2)(n+5)K^^gK^
n(n-l) n(n-l)^ n(n-l)^
+ l6(n-2) K^K^Kg + (n+5)(n+7)(n+9)(n+U) K^ggg - k(n+5)(n+7)(n+9) 
n(n-l)2 (n-1)^  (n-l)^
KggggKg + 6(n+5)(n+7) K^ggKg^ - k(n+5)K^gKg3 - (n+l)(n+3)(n+5)KgggK]
(n-l)2 (n-l)3
+ h(n+l)(n+3) KgggK^Kg - 6(n+l) KggK^Kg^ + iK^Kg^
(n-l)2 *-l
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Seminvariant Moment Formulae of Weight 12
M(10,2) . 1K_ , + S+12K_ + 20 K_ + 2kO Kg^ + %20 K_ + SjC Kgg- Eg
n n-l n-l n-l ° n-l n-l
M(93) = 1 K. + 2 1  K + n+13A K + 360 Kg& + Ç3â K_ + 318 Egg
n ^  n-l n-l n-l n-l n-l
+ 2l6n + 1512n + 2268n E^..+ 302Un K^,_
(n-l)(n-2) ®22 (n_i)(n-2) ^32 (n_i)(n_2) ^^3 (n_i)(n_2)
M(8^) = p , , . ^  ^  K „ . ^  %  ' %  ''ts ' m
' ' f g f f e ,
+ 3360n + 15120n E.,. + 3360n K. + 13kkn(n+l)
(n^i(n-2) 552 (n-l)(n-2) (ïijtn-i»
+ 10080n(n+l) K + 13440n(n+l) K.._ + 20l60n(n+l) K, 
(n-l)<3) ,n.l)(3) („-i,(3)
+ 222gnin+l)K - EgK^
(n-l)(3)
M(75) = 1 K + 21 K + 111 Kgg + 451 Kgt + n+l62 E_ + 4 H  Egg
n ^  n-l » n-l n-l ° n-l n-l
' 0 ^ : 2, '  # 5 :2, '732-  ^# ^ * = 6.2
' # 5 : 2 5  '
+ I8900n(n+1) K____ + 12600n(n+l) K , + 44l00n(n+l)K.___ + 6300n(n+l)
(n-a)<3) (n-l)'3) (a-l)'3) („-l)<3>
«3333 + »,20pn^(n.5) + 126q p A p l  K33222 ' V 5
in-lP (n-l)(^ )
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M(822) = _1_ K^g + 2(n+17) K^q g + l6(9n-ll) K + (nf+366n-l79) Kg^
2 J.2) * n(n-l)2 n(n-l)^
+ 56(lln-15) + 28(l3n-l4)Kgg+ (n+15)(n+17) Kggg + 112(n+17)Kygg
n(n-l)^ n(n-l)^ (n-l)^ (n-l)^
+ 3024 Kggg + 224(n+17) + l4o(n+17) K^^g + 10080 K^^g
(n-1)^  (n-l)2 (n-l)2 (n-l)^
+ 22kO_ K^^g - 2 KioKg _ 2(0+151 KggKg _ 11|. KT_ Kg _ 22^ Kg^Kg
^j2 n n-l n-l n-l
- 140 K__K„ - % _  - (n+1) KoK-_ + 2K„k/
n-l n n-l ° °
M{732) = _1 K + (n+40) K , + nf+172n-215 K + (211n-595)Ko.
n V  7 ^  ‘ ”  „(„-!) =
+ rf+712n-1049 + 30(l4n»2l) Kgg + 2l(nf+21n-40) Kggg
n(n-l)^ n(n-l)^ (n-l)^(n-2)
+ n^+ 100n^+3179n-6640 K_gg + l2(n^+135n-265) Kggg + 42(4n^+150n-303 ) 
(n—l) (n—2) (n—l) (n—2) (n—l)(n-2)
Kgj^ g + 105(n^+37n-80)K^^g + 70(n2+2$8n-589)K_^g + 420(9n-23)
(n—l)^(n-2) (n-l)^(n-2) (n-l)^(n—2)
+ 126n(n+15) + 6306(7n-25) K + 420n(n+23) K., + 1260n(n+33)
(n-l)2(n-2) (n-l)2(n-2) (n-l)^(n-2) (n-l)^(n-2)
Kk332 + %%%%!___ -. *3333 -^LKioKp ~ 21 KggSg " Is+G&l K K
(n-l):(n-2) »
- m  - g
- ■ liSn52r'«33«2 - ^  - & W 3
K^ i^ Kg - %  - (n+5) K^Kgg + 2K^KgKg
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M(642) ■ = 1 K _  + n+U3 K _  „ + 6(31n-39) + (n^+456n-649) K«,.
“Y  T 5 T   o~ 93  -%-  o4
n n\2' n(n-l)2 n(n-l)^
+ 2(377h-571)Ky + nf+44n-685 Kgg + 12(2n^+4ln-75) Kggg 
ix(n-l)^  n(n-l)^ (n-l)^(n-2)
+ 24(4n^+l69n-239)K + 6(n^+1073n-2360)K^gg + n^+210n^+4452n-l6670
(n—l) (n-2) (n-l)^(n-2) (n—l) (n-2)
Kg._ + 120(l3n^-l6n-3l) K + 30(n^+695n-l6l0) K .
(n_l)2(n_2) (n_l)2(n_2)
+ 20(nf+227n-548) + 6o(3n^+44n^-135n+8) Kgggg + 36o(3n^+58n^-191n-l4)
(n—l) (n—2) (n—l)^(n—2)(n—3) (n—l)^(n—2)(n—3)
+ 720(n^-21n^-69n-5)K.. + l8o(7n^+268n^-967n-76) K,^
(n-l)2(n-2)(n-3) (n-l)^(n-2)(n-3)
+ 108o(5n-23) Kgggg + 480n(n+l)(n+13) K^gggg + 360n(n+l)(3n+53) 
(n-l)^(n-2)(n-3) (n-l)^(n-2)(n-3) (n-l)^(n-2)(n-3)
K33222 - 1 K10K2 - K82K2 - 21^ K73K2 - igjassl Kg^Kg _ 122 K;;Kg
-I80n K. K - 1080n__K___K - 720n. K..JK_ - 1260n 
(n-l)(n-2)  ^ (n-l)(n-2) >>2 2 2 (a_i)(a_2)
KL__K - 480n(n+l) K. K_ - 1080n(n+l) K____K_ -
(n-l)(„-2)(n-3) (n-l)(n-2)fe-3) =
2
- IffitU) - 3 0  K - go ^  KgKkz # ' * 3  '
n-i. n-l n-l n n-l
+ a^K^Cg
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M(63^) = _1_ + 2(nf+9Tn-125) K + 4 l _  g + 3(l52n-359) Kgj^
ri(n-l)^  n(n-l)^
2 ■
+ 12(6ln-103) C c  + (n +439n-755) Kgg + 54(lln-l8) Kggg
n(n-l)^ n(n-l)^ (n-l)^(n-2)
+ l8(2n^+238n-405) K^^g (nVl29n^+64l2n^-236l0n+2l60U)K^gg 
(n-l)^(n-2) (n-l)2 (n-2)^
+ 9(n^+947n-1702) K,._ + 90(58n-105) K___ + 15(l4n^+3195nf-12701n+12798) 
(n-l) (n-2) (n-l) (n-2) (n-l) (n-2)
K ^g + 30(l6ln^-624n+640) K^ ^^  ^* 6n(n^+663n-1510) Kgggg 
(n-l)2 (n-2)2 (n-l)2(n-2)2
+ l80n(n^+8ln-198) K + l800n(lln-28) K.. + l80n(4n^+93n-420)K....
o O n o g o 4332
(n-l)^(n-2)' (n-l)2(n-2) (n-l)^(n-2)
7 2 2
+ 9nf20n -627n+534)K.^.. + 7560n________^42222 22680n ^33222
(n-l)2 (n-2)2 (n-l)2(n-2)2 (n-l)2(n-2)2
‘ 1§:]315:3)*522*3 “ (n5) (n-2)^432^3 (n5) (n-2)^^33^3
-JL- K6%42 " -^ S±|I KgKgg -_6n— —^^222 ^ ^ 3
n n-l n-l (n-l)
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M(552) = J, K,_ + n+44 K + 10(l9n-24) K + 5(93n - 133) K..
' n{n-l)= n(„-l)=
+ 2(n^+383n-584) - 2(nf-103n+102)Kgg + 25(n^+21n-38)Kgg.
n(n-l)2 n(n-l)^ (n-l)^(n-2)
+ 100(nf+25n-50) K _ + 100(69n-15l)K. + 100(2n^+83n-lT7) %
(n-l)2(n-2) • (n-l)^(n-2) (n-l)^(n-2)
+ (n^+l4ln^+l40n-lll62)K.^ g + 20(2n^+789n-1966) K_^g + 50(97n-237)K^^^
(n~l)^(n—2). (n-l)^ (n-2) (n-l)^(n-2)
+ 200(n^+15n^-45n-3) Kgggg + l200(n^+22n^-69n-6) K^^gg 
(n—l)^(n-2)(n—3) (n-l) (n-2)(n-3)
+ 50(17n^+354n^-1179n-108) K^^gg + 300(5n^+660n^-2049n-48)
(n-l) (n-2)(n-3) (n-l) (n-2)(n-3)
+l800(5n^-13n+2) Kg g + 600n(n^+lln^-39n-57) Kj^ 2222 
(n-l)2(n-2)(n-3) (n-l)^^^(n-l)
+ 600n(3n^+42n^-173n-24U) K ___ + ^222222 " ^82^2
- E  '73-^ . - ■ # ( 5 1 ,
-  & 2 T
- I800n(n+1) K____K - 120nf(n+5) K_____K_ - - 2(n+9) K K
■ h?t V 5 7 " S %
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M(543) = 1 K_. + 47 K,_ _ + (n^+203n-l46) K._ + n^+478n-749 K„,72 p y  X0.2_ 93
+ (ii^f765n-1336) K__ - (3n^-94n+9l)K^. + 12(43n-78) K„
n(n-l)= n(n-l)= . ■
+ 4(5n^+1308n-2258) K_gg + 2(35n^+3749n^-l4912n+15268)Kggg 
(n-l)2(n-2) (n-l)2(n-2)2
+ 3(5n^+3123n-48278) Kg^g + 6(2n^+939n-l83l) K g  
(n—l) (n-2) (n—l) (n—2)
+ (n^+4ln3+6524nf-22796n+26336)K + 30(n^+131n^-700n+780)K^^^
(n-l)2(n-2)2 (n-l)2(n-2)2
+60n (79n-l82) Kgggg + 12(13n^+3027n^-17482n^+24492n+360)K^^gg
(n-l)2(n-2)2 (n-l)2(n-2)2(n-3)
+ 60(n^+434n^-2465n^+3390n+72) K^^gg + 30(23n^+2544n^-15629n^+24210n+576) 
(n-l)2(n-2)2(n-3) (n-l)^(n-2)^(n-3)
K^ggg + l80(n^+56n3-359n2+574n+l6)K_g__ + 4320n(3n'-9n-2)
(n-l)2(n-2)2(n-3) (n-l)^(n~2)^(n-3)
+ 1080n(39n^-125n-32) Kg^ggg + l440n^(n+l) ^222222 "
(n-l)2(n-2)2(n-3) (n-l)^(n-2)^(n-3) “
- 20_ K__K_ - 70 K,_K_ - (n+H9)K.,K. - 120n K,__K - 600n
n-l 3 n-l 3 n-l ^ (n-l)(n-2)  ^ (n-l)(n-2)
 ^ (f-l)(n-2)*^ 333*^ ' -^ -^ ^^ ’^ ^ ^ ^ 222^  " - " ^ ^ 6 2 ^ 4
\ n-JL )
- S3«k ■ g  S k h  - êSJL.y^ h2zh - 22n K33,K^
(n-l)(2; (n-l)(2)
K„K
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M(62^) = 1 K,^ + 3(n+15)K,. _ + 10(l7n-25) K__ + (3n^+623n^-1083n+705)Kq,
•3 J-c g -LU )<: g n o Q ^
n n (n-l) n (n-l) n (n-l)
+ 6(ll7n^-306n+209) C.+ (n^+4l3n^-1089n+755)K^^ + 4(n^+26n+l69) Ko.. 
(n_l)3 75 ^  n(n-l)2
+ 12(21n^+288n+275)K„.g + 2(n^+998n-428o)Kggg + 3(n^-H77n^+3307n-2305)
n(n-l)3 n(n-l)^ n(n-l)^
2 2
Kgi^ g + 3(5n^+68n-105) + 30(31n +702n-1089)
n(n-l)^ n(n-l)^
+ 60(n2+62n-lll)K^^^ + (n^+39n^+503n+2125)Kgggg + 90(nf+28n+195) Kgggg 
n(n-l)3 (n-l)3 (n~l)^
+ M s ! i | & a g a . K ^^22 + 2520^15) K^ 3 3 3  + m S _  K3 3 3 3  -.|_K 3 „K2
(n-l) (n—l) (n—l) n
- 6(n+13) KngKg - 36(7n-9) K^gKg - 3(n^+l62n-223) Kg^Kg - 60(5n-7)K^^Kg
^ n(n-l)^ n(n-l)^ n(n-l)^
- 3(n^+24n+l43) KgggKg - l8o(n+13) K ggKg - 1 2 0 (n+1 3 )K^^gKg
(n-1)^ (n-l)2 (n-l)2
'  7 # / ' * 3 3 ’'2 * ^  ^ 2 L  K53K /  + 60^
vn-1; n-l n-l
- 5ë! - - M&a) % 3  - Xsa).(a.t.3.) KgKggg + 3 W z
n^ n(2) n(n-l)2 (n-l)^ “
+ ai&til-KgKzzKz - 3 ^ /
n-l
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SUMMARY
The general formulae of Chapter III and those given earlier 
by Dwyer and Tracy (1964) and Tracy (1969) are used to obtain explicit 
formulae for products of seminvariant polykays. The formula for 
kgii k^ is developed as an illustration, using (a) the general formula 
for k^j ^211 ^1’ the general formula for k ^  k^^ k^. Formulae
for all seminvariant polykay products of weight 11 and particular ones 
of weight 12 as linear combinations of polykays are listed in tabular 
form. Checks and alternative methods are indicated.
Finite moment formulae M(pq ...) = (k^-K^ )(k^-K^ ) . ..^  in
terms of K can be obtained using the polykay products formulae.
Such formulae of weight 11 and some of weight 12 for p, q, ... > 1
A
are presented. A way to obtain estimates M (pq ...), using the 
substitution products of Schaeffer and Dwyer (1963), is indicated.
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION
A combinatorial method to obtain products of polykays has 
been further developed for higher weights. Certain new rules have 
been obtained. Particular products for weights 11, 12 are 
presented and corresponding moment formulae obtained.
There are possibilities of further work. The finite moment 
formulae may be used in approximating the sampling distributions of 
ratio-statistics, when sampling from a finite population. The known 
results for the infinite case may be used as checks by letting 
N-»».
James (1958) generalizes k-statistics to systems of statistics 
which he calls z-statistics. These are homogeneous polynomial 
symmetric functions of the sample observations. Combinatorial rules 
for these are developed by James corresponding to the Fisher-Kendall 
rules for k-statistics. Possibilities of defining generalized z- 
statistics and extending the rules for polykays to cover them may 
be investigated.
We briefly describe these aspects here.
Ratio-Statistics
If one wants to consider approximations to the sampling
2
k kidistributions of ratio-statistics, e.g. 3 , 4 , when sampling
174 ^2 ^2
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from a finite population, results,can be obtained for the first
four sampling moments of these statistics and a Pearson curve
fitted. Investigations along these lines for the distribution of
1
?
the coefficient of variation ^  for the case of infinite
^1
populations (with emphasis on normal case) were done by David 
(1949a). In the infinite case, the cumulant formulae given by 
Fisher (I929) were needed. Similarly, for the finite case, the 
finite moment formulae M(pq ...) are needed*
For example, let us consider the coefficient of skewness
^3 and assume K , K. for the finite population are not zero. Then, 
3 2 3
«2^
%3 + ^3 - %3
*3 /l + ^3 ~ /l + ^2 ~ ^2  ^^
Kg#
K,
- 3
fs (1 + 6) (1 + a) , with a = — mr  ’ ^
3 2 3
K3?
K
3_ (1 + e)
3
Kg2
K,
21 3i
l - 3 “ + 1 5 a ^ - 3 i a ^  + 315. + g “ 1 «3 + l^a^g
2 8  16 128 2 - 8
315 a 8 +...
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Now (a) =0, Eg (g) = 0,
E_(a ) = M(2^) , E„ (aB) = M(32), ... ,
k/  V z
and hence ,
E,N&
K, 1 + 12 M(2 ) - 35 M(2^) + ^  M(2 ) 
8 ^ 2  16 r 3 128 „ 4
^2 ^ K,
- 3 M(32) + 15 M(32^) - 35. M(32^)
2 %
KgKgS
+ 511 M(32 ) + ...
128 " 7 4
^3^2
where expressions in terms of population K-parameters can be given 
for the moments M (...) .
176
Similarly, for the variance of 3^, one needs
K
3 E'N
K
(1+6)2 (l+a)"3
= s 1 + 6 M(2^) - 10 M(2^ ) + 15 M(2^) - 6 M( 32)
K, K. K. %
+ 12 M(32^) - 20 M(32^) + MQ^) - 3 M(322)
% K3K2- K,
+ 6 M(3^2^) + ... 
2 2 
%3 %2
Such moments can be studied to 0^^^ or 0|^ By letting N-+«, one may 
obtain the infinite population results (see Cramer, 1946, P. 357).
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For the normal population, results can he carried further as in
David (1949a), Kendall and Stuart (1958, P. 297)» In sampling
from a normal population, it is known that
2r ( 2r'\
= E\ 3 / (see James, 1958, P. 7)*
4 Ô
E k3l
k I 
2
For the infinite population, David (l949h) obtains sampling 
moments of variance ratio and logarithm of the variance ratio by 
such techniques. Cook (1951 b) extends such methods to the 
bivariate case and obtains sampling moments of the a) sample 
correlation coefficient and b) sample regression coefficient for 
infinite populations.
Systems of Statistics
James (1958) obtains k-statistics as a special case of systems 
of statistics which he calls z-statistics.
Let x^, Xg, ..., x^ be a sample of size n from an infinite
Ï* I
population whose moments about the origin are E(x ) = y and whose
- . r
moments about the mean are E(x-y')^ = y . The sample estimates of
1 r
I -1 r -1
y and y , as usually defined, are m^’ = n Z and m^ = n
T V
I (x -m, )^ . These can be written in the form 
r X
(5.1) m ’ = Z
(a)pr'
®’l
,(a^  ... a ^  W ^ l  ••• a^)  ^ 1^ ""a '
^1 \
(5.2) m^ = ... a^ V y ^ ^ l  ''' *a) % *1 ' *0 ’
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where B • (r) = 1 , B, ,,(a ... a ) = 0 (« > 2), Z denotes the
m —  (m ; 1 a (a)pr
sum over all partitions (a^ ... a )^ of r. The notation (a^  ^... a )^
”l “ais the "extended form" of the partition (a, ... a. ) of r where the
X A  / j, V,
latter is called the "condensed form" (James, 1958). (a^  ...
is the ordinary multinomial coefficient which in the extended form is
\  / r \
\ la a. I
a, ... a I and ia, ... a. ) = rî . The values
' 7 7 7  Z ÿ T T Z ÿ T
of (a^ a^g ... a^) for r £ 6 are given by James (1958). It should
be remarked that the above results for r £ 5 are available in Table 
III of Dwyer (1937)» the values of b's corresponding to m^ giving the 
required result. Here we list (a^ ... a^) for r = 7, 8.
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% )  (^1 ••• V  r = 7:
B(jn)(7) = (n-l) (n-2) (n^-4n^+7n2-6n+3) fxJ 
B(m)(6l)‘= -(n-2)(n^-4n3+7n2_6n+3) /n7
B^ jjjj(52) = (n-2)(n^-3n2+ln-3) /n^ 
B(oj(43) = -5(n-2)(n2_3n+3) /rJ 
B(jj^ )(51l) = (n^-5n^+10n2-10n+6) /n*^  
B^oj(421) = -(n-2)(n2-2n+3) / x J
B(oj(33l) = 2(n2-3n+3) /n?
B(a)(332) = (n-2)(n-3) /n?
B(Q^(4lll) = -(n^-4n2+6n-6) /n?
B(Q^(3211) = (nf-kn+G) /r^ '
B^ jjjj(2221) = -3(n-2) /rJ 
B(oj(3111l) = (n2_3n+6)/n?
22111) = -2(n-3)'/n?
B(gj(21111l) = -(n-6) /n?
3(^^(1111111) = 6/n?
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B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B(m)
B
B
B
B
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
.. a^) for r = 8:
8) = (n-l)(n^-Tn^+21n^-35n^+35n2-21n+T) /n® 
71) = (n^-7n^+21n^-35n^+35n2-21n+7) /rfi 
62) = (n^.-6n^+15n^-20n2+l6n-7) /n®
53) = -(n*^-5n^+lln2-l3n+7) /n®
44) = (2n^-8n2+12n-7) /rfi
611) = (n^-6n^+15n^-20n2+15n-T) /n®
521) = -(n^-5n^+10n2-lln+7) /n®
431) = (n^-5n2+9n-7) /n8 
422) = (n^-4n2+8n-7) /n®
332) = -(2n2-7n+7) /n®
5111) = -(n^-5n^+10n2-l0n+7) /n®
4211) = (n^-4n2+7n-7) /n®
3311) =-(2n2-6n+7) /ifi 
3221) = -(n2-5n+7) /n®
2222) = (4n-7) /n®
41111) = (n^-4n+6n-7) /n®
32111) = -(n2-4n+8) /n®
22211) = (3n-7) /n®
211111) = -(n2-3n+7) /n®
221111) = (2n-7) /n
2111111) = (n-7) /n 
11111111) = -7/n®
a
8
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z-Statistics
James (1958) points out that in general we deal with an
*
arbitrary set of z-statistics, z^ being a homogeneous polynomial
symmetric function of the x's of degree r. Then he denotes the
a a
coefficient of (a. ... a ) x. I ... x “ in the expansion of z by 1 a 1 a ^ r
®(z) (^1 **• V '
For any such set of z-statistics there are three problems which 
can be solved by an extension of Fisher’s Combinatorial Method.
(i) The expression of (ordinary or mixed) moments of the z^
in terms of population moments: y' zy' problem (with z = k, m', m ...) .
The moments of the z^ are to be taken about zero; as also the
population moments. But if the z-statistics considered are semin­
variant, and z^ is not involved, the origin may be taken at the mean 
so that the sampling moments can be expressed in terms of moments 
about the mean.
(ii) The expression of (ordinary or mixed) cumulants of the 
z^ in terms of cumulants, the y* z k problem.
(iii) The expression of (ordinary or mixed) cumulants of the
z^ in terms of cumulants i.e. the kzK problem.
James (I958) gives the rules applicable to the three problems 
with appropriate proofs. He also points out how his rules are
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related to the rules of Kendall (1947), and extends them to the 
multivariate case.
Just as k-statistics are generalized to polykays, one may 
look into possibilities of generalizing the z-statistics. If 
this is achieved, the combinatorial method and rules extending 
those of Dwyer and Tracy (1964) , Tracy (I968) and the ones given 
here in Chapter II to be applied to such statistics may be investigated.
SUMMARY
Possibilities of further work a) to obtain sampling moments 
of ratio-statistics for finite populations, b) to define a 
generalized system of statistics and extension of combinatorial 
method to cover their products is discussed.
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